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Summary
The thalamus processes and relays sensory information from the periphery
to the cortex and from the cortex to other areas of the cortex. A trisynaptic
pathway connects the whiskers with the somatosensory cortex. The princi-
pal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve (Pr5) in the brainstem receives sensory
information from the whiskers and sends them to the ventral posteromedial
nucleus of the thalamus (VPM), which in turn projects to the somatosen-
sory cortex. The synaptic transmission between Pr5 and relay cells of the
VPM is mediated by giant synapses, however, this transmission is poorly
characterized. In this study we labeled trigeminothalamic (Pr5-VPM) giant
terminals by stereotaxic delivery of adeno-associated virus particles (AAV)
encoding synaptophysin-EGFP into the Pr5 nucleus of rats. Pr5-VPM giant
terminals were identified in the VPM and directly stimulated with a double-
barrel electrode after establishing whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from
the postsynaptic relay neuron. This allowed us to study synaptic transmis-
sion in identified Pr5-VPM giant synapses for the first time . We found
that stimulation of single terminals generates large postsynaptic responses,
with a low probability of release, short-term depression and a fast recovery
after a train of stimuli. Moreover, a single synaptic input shows a synaptic
transfer function capable of generating a voltage-dependent postsynaptic
spike response.
Different currents modulate the spike response of relay cells. IA corre-
spond to fast outward potassium currents generated by Kv1, Kv3 and/or
i
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Kv4 potassium channel subunits. We showed that IA currents in VPM relay
cells are in part generated by Kv4.3 channels. Blockade of Kv4.3 channels
decreased the amplitude response of relay cells to stimulation of Pr5-VPM
synapses.
In silico models can be used to explore the firing mechanisms of relay
cells. We generated a model that considers the morphology of relay cells, the
input location of large terminals and the electrophysiological information
of Pr5-VPM synapses. The in silico model predicts stimulation of more than
one terminal changes the spike response of the relay cell, increasing the
number of spikes. The model also predicts the effects of decreasing IA or
IT , the low threshold calcium current, in the relay cell response.
Layer 5B (L5B) pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory cortex connect
via relay neurons from the posteromedial nucleus (POm) to neurons of
higher order somatosensory cortex. The synaptic transmission between L5B
pyramidal neurons and POm relay cells is mediated by L5B-POm synapses.
To place the properties of this synapse in the context of behavioral abilities
developing during the first two months of postnatal life, it is required to
know the synaptic maturation changes. We used the same approach as for
the Pr5-VPM synapses project but we injected the AVV particles in the L5B
and we recorded the responses in POm relay cells from mice at different
ages. The frequency of spontaneous activity decreased over time, however,
L5B-POm synapses did not show differences in EPSC evoked responses.
Nevertheless, stimulation of single large terminals could generate spike
responses in animals older than 4 to 5 weeks old.
We described the properties of first order (Pr5-VPM) and higher order
(L5B-POm) driver synapses involved in the whisker system of rodents.
Stimulation of both synapses generated large amplitude responses and a
strong depression. In addition, stimulation of single synapses in mature
animals did generate spikes responses. Comparison of both giant synap-
ses shows that both have remarkably similar properties, suggesting that
both synaptic circuits, despite their different functions, employ similar
information processing strategies.
Sensory information reaches the cortex by the thalamus. The thalamus
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does not just work as the major relay center to the cortex, but it also proces-
ses the sensory information to be sent to the cortex depending on the level
of attention of the organism. This work shows that the relay function of
first order and higher order nuclei appears at the level of single synapses.
In addition, the information processing function of the thalamus is also
seen in a voltage-dependent transfer function of single synapses. The main
task of the thalamus, to process and relay information, appears at the level
of single relay cell synapses.
Zusammenfassung
Der Thalamus erha¨lt zum einen sensorische Informationen aus der Peri-
pherie und leitet diese zum Cortex weiter, zum anderen gibt es aber auch
cortikale Projektionen, die im Thalamus pozessiert und dann zu anderen
cortikalen Arealen weitergeleitet werden. Dabei sind die Schnurrhaare mit
dem Somatosensorischen Cortex u¨ber eine trisynaptische Bahn verbunden.
Der Nucleus principalis nervi trigemini (Pr5) im Hirnstamm erha¨lt senso-
rische Informationen der Schnurrhaaren und leitet diese an den Nucleus
ventralis posteromedialis des Thalamus (VPM) weiter, welcher sie wie-
derum an den somatosensorischen Cortex u¨bermittelt. Die synaptische
U¨bertragung zwischen dem Pr5 und den Relaiszellen des VPM wird von
Riesensynapsen vermittelt, allerdings wurde diese U¨bertragung bisher
kaum charakterisiert. In dieser Studie wurden die trigeminothalamischen
Riesensynapsen (Pr5-VPM) markiert indem stereotakxisch synaptophysin-
EGFP kodierende Adeno-assoziierte Viruspatikel (AAV) in den Pr5 nucleus
von Ratten injiziert wurden. Dies erlaubte die Identifizierung der PR5-VPM
Riesensynapse innerhalb des VPM, so dass eine whole-cell Patch-Clamb-
Ableitung vom postsynaptischen Neuron etabliert und die Riesensynapsen
mithilfe einer double-barrel Elektrode direkt stimuliert werden konnten.
Dadurch war es zum ersten Mal mo¨glich die synaptische u¨bertragung
in identifizierten Pr5-VPM Riesensynapsen zu untersuchen. Die Untersu-
chung ergab dass die Stimulation von einzelnen Nervenendigungen zu
starken postsynaptischen Antworten mit geringer Freisetzungswahrschein-
iv
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lichkeit, Kurzzeitdepression und einer schnellen Erholung von dieser Kurz-
zeitdepression fu¨hrt. Außerdem konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Aktivita¨t
eines einzelnen synaptischen Inputs ausreicht um in der postsynaptischen
Zelle ein Aktionspotential auszulo¨sen.
Die Reaktion der Relaiszellen auf Stimulierung wird durch verschiedene
Stro¨me moduliert. IA entspricht dabei einem schnellen, auswa¨rtgerichteten
Kaliumstrom, der von den Kaliumkanaluntereinheiten Kv1, Kv3 und/oder
Kv4 generiert werden kann. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass IA-Stro¨me in
den VPM-Relaiszellen teilweise von Kv4.3-Kana¨len generiert werden. Eine
Blockade von Kv4.3-Kana¨len verringerte die Amplitude der Antwort der
Relaiszellen bei einer Stimulation der Pr5-VPM-Synapse.
In silico Modelle ko¨nnen genutzt werden um die Feuereigenschaften
der Relaiszellen zu simulieren und dadurch besser zu verstehen. Es wur-
de ein Modell generiert, das die Morphologie der Relaiszellen genauso
beru¨cksichtigt wie die Lokalisation und die elektrophysiologischen Eigen-
schaften der Pr5-VPM Synapsen. Das in silico Modell sagt vorraus, dass
eine Stimulation von mehr als einer Nervenendigung das Verhlaten der
Relaiszelle dahingehend vera¨ndert, dass sich die Anzahl der gefeuerten
Aktionspotentiale erho¨ht. Das Modell sagt auch die Auswirkungen einer
Verringerung von IA und der bei niedrigen Potentialen aktivierbare Kalzi-
umstrom IT auf die Antwort der Relaiszelle vorraus.
Die Pyramidenzellen der Lamina 5B (L5B) des somatosensorischen
Cortex sind u¨ber Relaisneurone des nucleus posteromedialis (POm) mit
Neuronen ho¨herer somatosensorischer Cortex-Areale verbunden. Um die
Eigenschaften dieser L5B-POm Synapsen zur Verhaltensentwicklung der
ersten zwei Lebensmonate in Beziehung zu setzen, ist es notwendig die
Vera¨nderungen der Synapse wa¨hrend der Entwicklung zu kennen. Hierzu
wurde die selbe Herangehensweise benutzt wie bei der Untersuchung der
PR5-VPM Synapse, mit dem Unterschied, dass die AVV-Partikel diesmal in
die L5B Region injiziert wurden, und die Antwort von POm Relaisneuronen
von Ma¨usen unterschiedlichen Alters abgeleitet wurde. Es zeigte sich,
dass die Frequenz der spontanen Aktivita¨t mit der Zeit abnahm, die L5B-
POm Synapsen jedoch keine Unterschiede hinsichtlich der evozierten EPSC
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Antworten zeigten. Nichtsdestotrotz konnte eine Simulation von einzelnen
großen Nervenendigungen Aktionspotentiale nur in Tieren hervorrufen,
die a¨lter als vier bis fu¨nf Wochen waren.
Es wurden die Eigenschaften von ”driversynapsene¨rster Ordnung (Pr5-
VPM) und ho¨herer Ordnung (L5B-POm) untersucht, die Teil des somato-
sensorischen Schnurrhaarsystems von Nagern sind. Die Stimulation beider
Synapsen erzeugte Antworten mit großer Amplitude und einer ausge-
pra¨gten Depression. Außerdem erzeugte eine Stimulation von einzelnen
Synapsen in ausgewachsenen Tieren Aktionspotentiale in der postsynapti-
schen fulle. Der Vergleich dieser beiden Riesensynapsen zeigt, dass beide
bemerkenswert a¨hnliche Eigenschaften besitzen.
Die sensorische Information erreicht den Cortex u¨ber den Thalamus.
Der Thalamus fungiert dabei nicht nur als das Hauptrelaiszentrum zum
Cortex, sondern verarbeitet auch die fu¨r den Cortex bestimmte sensorische
Information in Abha¨ngigkeit vom Aufmerksamkeitsgrad des Organismus.
Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass sowohl die Relaisfunktion als auch die Verarbeitung
von Information in Kernen erster und ho¨herer Ordnung bereits auf der
Ebene einzelner Synapsen erkennbar ist.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Sensory Systems
The brain receives sensory information from the environment, processes it
and generates the appropriate response, such as the movement of a hand,
or uses the sensory information for higher order processing, like ideas or
thought. The brain receives different inputs like visual stimuli or olfactory
stimuli. In the first case, the retina receives visual stimulation, transduces it
and sends it in form of action potentials to the visual cortex, where some
cells fire according to different stimuli, like shape or movement. This infor-
mation is afterwards sent to higher order areas where neurons process the
information in a more semantic way. In this case the information is relayed
to the thalamus, specifically to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) . In
the olfactory system olfactory receptor neurons in the olfactory epithelium
transduce odorant information and project it to the olfactory bulb which in
turn sends projections to different areas of the brain. However, the olfactory
information is not relayed to the thalamus before reaching the cortex. In
both cases, specific sensory cells translate the stimulus to a firing code
1
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recognized by higher order centers in the brain (Paxinos, 2004).
The somatosensory system follows a similar pathway to the visual
system. In this case mechanoreceptors in different areas of the body react to
pressure and send firing patters to the brain (Paxinos, 2004). The function
of the somatosensory system is to identify objects, shapes and textures
(Diamond et al., 2008; Nicholls et al., 2012), allowing the organism, for
instance, to direct the visual attention to a particular target, or to avoid
those objects that generate pain (Nicholls et al., 2012). Sensory receptors
of the somatosensory system are located on the entire body surface and
not clustered, as in the retina of the visual or the olfactory epithelium
of the olfactory systems (Nicholls et al., 2012). The sensory information
travels through different pathways from tactile receptors in the periphery
to the spinal cord or the brainstem and reaches the cortex by passing
across multiple relay centers, such as the thalamus (Nicholls et al., 2012;
Sherman and Guillery, 2009). The tactile and pressure information reaches
the cortex by the dorsal column lemniscal pathway, while painful and
thermal information reaches the cortex by the spinothalamic pathway
(Purves, 2004). At each stage of the somatosensory pathway, neurons are
arranged into topographic maps (Kandel et al., 2013; Nicholls et al., 2012;
Paxinos, 2004; Purves, 2004). Some parts of the body are represented by a
broader cortical surface, like the fingertips of primates, and this phenomena
may be related to the density of tactile receptors (Nicholls et al., 2012). In
some cases, like the somatosensory cortex of rodents, the cortical surface
is much larger than primary visual or primary auditory cortex (Nicholls
et al., 2012). Relay centers of the somatosensory system do not only send
information to the cortex, but also receive descending cortical information
that influences the information sent to the cortex (Beak et al., 2010; Groh et
al., 2013; Hoogland et al., 1991; Liao et al., 2010; Nicholls et al., 2012).
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1.2 Whisker System
The whisker system is part of the somatosensory system of rodents (Fig-
ure 1.1). Rats and mice are nocturnal animals that use whiskers to sense
the environment (Diamond et al., 2008; Diamond and Arabzadeh, 2013;
Watson et al., 2011). For example, whiskers allow rodents to discriminate
textures (Safaai et al., 2013; Zuo et al., 2011), to calculate distances (Hutson
and Masterton, 1986; Papaioannou et al., 2013), or possibly to sense the
presence of predators (Diamond and Arabzadeh, 2013). Some of this infor-
mation is related to contact or touch signals, whereas the other is associated
to sensor motion or whisking (Yu et al., 2006).
Figure 1.1: Whisker system
Simplified scheme of the rodent whisker system. Parts of the lemnis-
cal pathway are shown in red, and in blue the corticothalamocortical
loop between POm and S1.
Each whisker is anchored to the skin by a follicle, and each follicle is in-
nervated by around 200 projections from neurons associated with a trigem-
inal ganglion (Diamond et al., 2008; Do¨rfl, 1985). These neurons, in turn,
send the information to the cortex via three known pathways: lemniscal,
paralemniscal and extralemniscal pathways (Yu et al., 2006). In the lemnis-
cal pathway, projections from the trigeminal ganglia reach the trigeminal
nucleus in the brainstem (Diamond et al., 2008; Do¨rfl, 1985). The principal
trigeminal nucleus (Pr5) in the brainstem receives the projections coming
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from the trigeminal ganglia. Pr5 projects to the ventral posteromedial nu-
cleus of the thalamus (VPM) (Diamond et al., 2008; Hoogland et al., 1991;
Spacek and Lieberman, 1974) , which works as a relay center, and neurons
from VPM send projections to neurons in the layer 4 (L4) of the somatosen-
sory cortex 1 (S1), also called barrel cortex (Fox, 2008; Petersen, 2007). VPM
thalamocortical relay cells generate subthreshold potentials in cells from
the barrel cortex (Brecht and Sakmann, 2003; Bruno and Sakmann, 2006;
Feldmeyer, 2012). Finally, neurons from S1 send projections to other areas
of the brain (Chen et al., 2013; Quairiaux et al., 2011) (Figure 1.2).
Cells in different nuclei along the pathway have different organization
patterns. For instance, cells in the Pr5 nucleus are grouped in barrelettes
(Paxinos, 2004), whereas VPM cells are grouped in barreloids (Van der
Loos, 1976; Paxinos, 2004) and S1 cells are grouped in barrels (Wimmer et
al., 2010; Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970). Cells in each group respond
strongly to the stimulation of one specific single whisker and more weakly
to multiwhisker stimulation (Minnery and Simons, 2003; Veinante and
Descheˆnes, 1999; Veinante et al., 2000). In addition, cells in each level receive
connections from other areas of the brain, like basal ganglia, cerebellum
or thalamic reticular nucleus, which modulate the signal sent to the cortex
(Bosman et al., 2011; Paxinos, 2004).
Whisker information also reaches the cortex by the paralemniscal path-
way. Hereby, the information from the whiskers relays in the interpolaris
region of the spinal trigeminal nucleus (SP5) in the brainstem and in the ros-
tral part of the posteromedial nucleus (POm) of the thalamus (Pierret et al.,
2000; Yu et al., 2006) . POm sends projections to different areas, like L1 and
L5A of S1 (Ahissar et al., 2000; Bourassa et al., 1995; Diamond et al., 1992;
Koralek et al., 1988; Lu and Lin, 1993; Meyer et al., 2010; Ohno et al., 2012),
L4 of S2 (Ohno et al., 2012; Viaene et al., 2011) , and L2/3 and L5A of M1
(Hooks et al., 2013) (Figure 1.2).
A third pathway, called extralemniscal pathway, includes the oral and
the interpolaris region of the SP5 and Pr5 from the brainstem (Pierret et al.,
2000). Projections from this nuclei reach the ventrolateral sector of VPM (Yu
et al., 2006) and the information is relayed to L3, L4 and L6 of S1 and L4 and
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Figure 1.2: Input and output from VPM and POm
In ”?” information still missing, like if inhibitory inputs from the zona
incerta reach the same POm relay cells that receive paralemniscal
and cortical driver inputst. The scheme is not complete. Scheme
based in Ohno et al., 2011, and references in text
L6 of S2 (Bokor et al., 2008; Feldmeyer, 2012). The anatomical differences
between these three pathways are related to functional differences: the lem-
niscal pathway carries both whisking and tactile signals; the paralemniscal
pathway carries whisking signals; whereas the extralemniscal pathway
carries only tactile signals (Yu et al., 2006).
Information from the whisker, such as whisker deflection or mechanical
touch, is transduced and reaches the cortex in trains of action potentials.
At the level of the trigeminal ganglia, neurons can follow firing patterns of
hundreds of cycles per second. Pr5 neurons can follow trains of stimuli up
to 300 Hz, but VPM neurons show depression already at the level of 10 or 50
Hz stimuli (Descheˆnes et al., 2003). The cortex receives this train of spikes.
Whisker information reaches the VPM after 7 ms of whisker stimulation.
In turn, stimulus information takes about 20 ms from the stimulation of
the whisker until reach the barrel cortex (Ahissar et al., 2000). POm has a
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delayed response, fire around 15 ms after whisker stimulation (Diamond et
al., 1992).
1.3 Thalamus
The thalamus is located in the medial part of the brain and is subdivided in
three areas: anterior, medial and lateral, which are separated by intralami-
nar white matter (Sherman and Guillery, 2009). In total, the thalamus has
20-30 nuclei.
The thalamus works as a relay center where specific nuclei receive
information from different pathways (Sherman and Guillery, 2009). Some
nuclei are involved in the direct control of the motor response.
The medial part of the thalamus is involved in higher order tasks
like cognition and memory. Good examples are the mediodorsal nu-
cleus, involved in cognitive tasks (Lee et al., 2012; Parnaudeau et al.,
2013), and the ventral midline thalamus, involved in memory process-
ing (Xu and Su¨dhof, 2013; Cholvin et al., 2013). Also, a series of nu-
clei are involved in the relay of sensory information from the periph-
ery to the cortex, like VPM, POm and LGN (Sherman and Guillery, 2009;
Jones, 2007).
The whisker system is associated with the VPM and the POm (Diamond
et al., 2008; Hoogland et al., 1991; Spacek and Lieberman, 1974) (Figure 1.1).
VPM is considered a first order relay center, because it receives information
from the periphery and sends it to the cortex. POm (Pierret et al., 2000;
Yu et al., 2006) is located more dorsally. This nucleus participates in the
paralemniscal pathway and also works as a higher order relay center that
receives cortical information from the layer 5B of the cortex (L5B) (Groh et
al., 2013; Hoogland et al., 1991; Liao et al., 2010). The L5B-POm synapse is
called Rosebud synapse (Groh et al., 2008). POm relay cells send the cortical
information to others areas of the cortex (Ohno et al., 2012; Theyel et al.,
2010), forming a cortico-thalamo-cortical (CTC) loop (Bourassa et al., 1995;
Descheˆnes et al., 1998; Diamond et al., 1992; Fox, 2008; Theyel et al., 2010).
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Probably the same relay cell in POm receives paralemniscal and cortical
driver inputs (Groh et al., 2013).
VPM and POm send projections to different areas and cells in the cor-
tex (Figure 1.2). These nuclei are probably involved in different functions
(Diamond, 2000). Both respond to whisker stimulation, and show de-
pression if whiskers are stimulated at higher frequencies (Diamond, 2000;
Sosnik et al., 2001). POm, but not VPM, increases the latency of the response
to whisker stimulation (Diamond, 2000; Sosnik et al., 2001), probably as a
mechanism to change the information from temporal to rate code (Ahissar
et al., 2000). POm also receives strong inhibitory inputs from the zona
incerta, which fires before POm following whisker stimulation (Lavalle´e et
al., 2005). POm might be disinhibited in order to relay information to the
cortex (Descheˆnes et al., 2005; Lavalle´e et al., 2005).
1.4 Relay Cells
Relay cells in the thalamus receive inputs and project to different areas of
the cortex (Sherman and Guillery, 2009; Jones, 2007). Some nuclei, like LGN,
have different types of relay cells, which can be differentiated by the shape
and distribution of their dendritic branches (Sherman and Guillery, 2009;
Jones, 2007; Varela and Sherman, 2009). VPM contains only one type of relay
cell, which has proximal dendrites confined to an area called ”barreloid”
that represents a single whisker (Descheˆnes et al., 2005). Rat POm relay cells
also have one type of relay cell (Ohara and Havton, 1994). Both nuclei have
relay cells with somas in the order of 17 μm and 6 or 7 principal dendrites
(Ohara and Havton, 1994). Relay cells do not only exhibit differences in
morphology, but also in the driver input that they receive and the type and
number of modulatory signals received (Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
Relay cells receive sensory or cortical information by large terminals
located close to the soma or in the first branch of the dendrites (C¸avdar
et al., 2011; Peschanski et al., 1985; Spacek and Lieberman, 1974). These
synapses are called driver synapses. In some cases, like the LGN of cats,
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(a) Ascending projections (b) Descending projec-
tions
Figure 1.3: Input to VPM relay cells
Relay cells receive driver and modulatory inputs. VPM receive mod-
ulatory inputs from the trigeminal nucleus, and regulatory excita-
tory inputs from the reticular formation, and cortex. They receive
inhibitory modulatory inputs from the thalamic reticular nucleus
(From (Nicolelis and Fanselow, 2002))
driver synapses form structures called triads, composed by reticulothalamic
terminals, inhibitory interneurons terminals and dendrites of the relay cell,
all of them encapsulated in astrocytes (Lam et al., 2005; Sherman and
Guillery, 2009). Rodent driver synapses of VPM and POm also present a
complex connection between the presynaptic input and the postsynaptic
relay cell, but those nuclei do not have interneurons, and do not form
triads (Hoogland et al., 1991; Spacek and Lieberman, 1974). Each driver
synapse in the VPM and POm is formed by several dendrite invaginations,
with 10 or more active zones each. The synaptic vesicles are very close
to the release site. Driver synapses are between 2 and 10 μm in diameter
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(Spacek and Lieberman, 1974), and contain mitochondria and endoplasmic
reticulum (Hoogland et al., 1991; Spacek and Lieberman, 1974). Driver
synapses are glutamatergic and they have AMPA and NMDA components
(Arsenault and Zhang, 2006; Groh et al., 2008; Sherman and Guillery, 2009;
Wang and Zhang, 2008).
Relay cells receive also modulatory signals (Figure 1.3). Modulatory
inputs can be inhibitory or excitatory and are usually formed by small
synapses located in dendritic branches far away from the soma (Sher-
man and Guillery, 2009; Van Horn et al., 2000). One source of GABAer-
gic inhibitory signal in nuclei like LGN are interneurons (Jones, 2007;
McCormick, 1992), but POm and VPM from rodents do not have interneu-
rons, and the main GABAergic inhibitory signal come from the reticular
nucleus (Jones, 2007; Lee et al., 1994; McCormick, 1992; Nicolelis and
Fanselow, 2002).
POm receives some inhibitory inputs that form large synapses, like
those coming from the substantia nigra (Bodor et al., 2008), or the zona
incerta (Bartho´ et al., 2002; Lavalle´e et al., 2005). Excitatory modulatory
inputs come from the cortex and brainstem (Hallanger et al., 1987; Nicolelis
and Fanselow, 2002) and they form adrenergic, cholinergic, serotoninergic
or glutamatergic synapses (McCormick, 1992).
1.5 Cell Physiology of Relay Cells
The resting membrane potential of relay cells oscillates between -65 and
-75 mV (Sherman and Guillery, 2009). The action potential response of
relay cells is Na+-dependent and K+ dependent (Jones, 2007). Relay cells
can fire in tonic or burst mode (Jones, 2007; Llinas and Jahnsen, 1982;
Sherman and Guillery, 2009). Tonic mode is a steady firing (Sherman
and Guillery, 2009), while in burst mode relay cells respond with 2-10
spikes at 300 - 500 Hz (Andersen et al., 1964; Llinas and Jahnsen, 1982;
Nicolelis and Fanselow, 2002). The mode of firing depends on the resting
membrane potential of the cell. A more hyperpolarized cell will fire in
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burst mode, whereas a more depolarized cell will fire in tonic mode (Llinas
and Jahnsen, 1982; Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
Burst firing depends on low threshold calcium spikes (LTS) that de-
polarize the relay cells and activate sodium-dependent voltage channels,
generating sodium dependent spikes (Coulter et al., 1989; Descheˆnes et
al., 1984). LTS is generated by a low-threshold Ca2+ current, IT formed by
T-type calcium channels (Tscherter et al., 2011). IT is a voltage dependent
fast inward calcium current. T-type channels have two activating gates that
must be open in order to allow the flow of calcium ions. The activation
gate opens at more depolarized potentials, whereas the inactivation gate
opens at more hyperpolarized potentials. Curves of activation and inac-
tivation describe the rate of current at different membrane potentials. At
resting membrane potentials, the activation gate is open but the inactiva-
tion gate is closed, so there is no IT . The threshold needed for activation is
lower than those for voltage dependent sodium channels. Relay cells fire
in burst mode only when they are hyperpolarized due to the deinactivat-
ing properties of IT (Huguenard and Mccormick, 1992; Perez-Reyes, 2003;
Sherman and Guillery, 2009; Tscherter et al., 2011).
LTS are also associated to the hyperpolarization-activated cation current,
or Ih (Mccormick and Pape, 1990; Sherman and Guillery, 2009). This current
is activated by hyperpolarization and tends to depolarize the relay cell
(Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
Transient and depolarization-activated K+ current, IA is also involved in
shaping the signal generated in relay cells of the thalamus (Huguenard and
Mccormick, 1992; Sherman and Guillery, 2009). Activating and inactivating
IA curves are shifted to the right, compared to IT curves. The threshold
for activation of IA is -60 mV (Huguenard and Mccormick, 1992). IA is
generated by the opening of Kv1, Kv3 and/or Kv4 potassium channels
(Birnbaum et al., 2004; Jerng et al., 2004; Norris and Nerbonne, 2010). The
flow of K+ following the opening of these channels hyperpolarizes the
membrane potential.
The function of IA current in relay cells is still not clear. Elimination
of IA in an in silico model of a relay cell changes the spike response of
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the relay cell to a depolarized current injection, increasing the spike firing
frequency (Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992). IA generates smaller and
broader LTS during burst firing (Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992; Pape
et al., 1994). One possible function of IA is to increase the ”input/output
dynamic range”, by avoiding the generation of spikes by low inputs, or
decreasing the level of depolarization by a strong input that otherwise
would saturate the relay cell (Connor and Stevens, 1971; Sherman and
Guillery, 2009).
The location of the channels involved in IT and IA helps to elucidate
their function (Destexhe et al., 1998). T-type calcium channels are dis-
tributed in the soma and proximal dendrites of relay cells, exhibiting a
lower density in more distal dendrites (Errington et al., 2010; McKay et al.,
2006; Williams and Stuart, 2000; Zhou et al., 1997).
The location of channels generating IA in relay cells is not so clear.
Hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells have a high density of transient K+
channels in distal dendrites (Hoffman et al., 1997), but in relay cells Kv4.3
subunits appear to be only present in dendrites close the soma of VPM
relay cells (Giber et al., 2008). The distribution of Kv4.3 channels close to
large terminals could allow IA to affect the input response and excitability
of the relay cell, as in other parts of the brain (Cai et al., 2004; Kim, 2005;
Kim et al., 2007; Shibata et al., 2000; Yuan et al., 2005).
The resting membrane potential of relay cells is regulated by modulatory
signals localized in distal dendrites (Jones, 2007; Sherman and Guillery,
2009). For example, corticothalamic synapses with group I mGluR subunits
keep the cell at depolarized levels, producing a tonic response to a driver
input (Godwin et al., 1996; Reichova and Sherman, 2004), while GABAergic
synapses from the thalamic reticular nucleus keep the cell hyperpolarized
(Huguenard and Prince, 1994), generating a response in burst mode by a
driver input.
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1.6 Thalamic Driver Synapses
Driver synapses are formed by large terminals with round vesicles (RL) of
2 to 10 μm in diameter (Hoogland et al., 1991; Sherman and Guillery, 2009;
Spacek and Lieberman, 1974). RL are located in proximal large dendrites
of relay neurons (Liu et al., 1995) and release glutamate as the principal
neurotransmitter. The properties of giant synapses formed between layer
5B pyramidal neurons of the barrel cortex and relay neurons of the POm
(L5B-POm synapses) were recently described (Groh et al., 2008). These
synapses show more than 1 nA amplitude, strong frequency-dependent
depression, and spike generation. First order relay cells of the VPM also
receive giant synapses, albeit from subcortical nuclei (Pr5) of the trigeminal
nerve (Spacek and Lieberman, 1974; Hoogland et al., 1991). Responses
of VPM relay cells to medial lemniscus stimulation, which potentially
activate all the driver synapses connected to one cell, show frequency-
dependent depression. The response is abolished in the presence of the
AMPA competitive antagonists CNQX or NBQX (Castro-Alamancos, 2002;
Miyata and Imoto, 2006). The properties of identified individual peripheral
Pr5-VPM driver synapses have not yet been elucidated with whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings. It is not clear if the spike response of relay cells
appears at the level of single terminals or whether it needs more inputs and
computation processing in the relay cells. It is also not known what proper-
ties of relay cells, like frequency-dependent depression, are generated at
the level of single driver synapses.
1.7 In Silico Relay cells
In silico models of cells and processes have been used to help answer
specific questions, like what the ionic composition of the action potential
is (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Other models are used to explain den-
dritic behavior (Gold and Bear, 1994), cell response (London et al., 2008;
Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992), thalamocortical (Traub et al., 2005) and
cortical columns (Helmstaedter et al., 2007), circuits (Chersi et al., 2013), or
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even the entire brain (Eliasmith et al., 2012; Markram, 2006).
The model used to describe ions involved in the action potential initia-
tion and propagation (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) is called HH-type model.
HH-type model uses a set of four differential equations to describe the
currents involved in the generation of the passive and active properties of
the cells (Sterratt et al., 2011). The HH-type model is useful if the goal is to
determine the effects of a specific current in the active properties of the cell
(Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005), but it can also be used to model the interaction
between cells described with HH-type models (Traub et al., 2005).
The HH-type model is not the only in silico approach to describe prop-
erties of a cell or circuit (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Sterratt et al., 2011).
The integrate-and-fire model, or spiking neuron model, is a simplified
HH-model in which the biophysical properties of the action potential are
not included (Dayan and Abbott, 2005). This model simplifies the nec-
essary calculations and is often used in models of circuits or networks
(Chersi et al., 2013), but can also be used in single cell models (London et
al., 2008). Another example is the two-dimensional neuron model, which
describes the cell behavior with two differential equations instead of the
four used in the HH-type model. The results of the simulations using the
two-dimensional model are analyzed using phase plane analysis (Gerstner
and Kistler, 2002). This model is useful to study oscillations and firing
patterns (Drion et al., 2012; Lavrova et al., 2012).
Relay cells have tonic and burst firing modes (Sherman and Guillery,
2009). In silico cells models help to understand the mechanisms and
currents involved in those firing modes (Meuth et al., 2005; Mccormick
and Huguenard, 1992; Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005). Specifically, the role of
low threshold calcium currents in relay cells was modeled by different
groups (Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005; Tscherter et al., 2011; Wang et al., 1991;
Williams et al., 1997), and they proved the role of this current in burst firing.
Some models also can predict the distribution of T-type calcium channels
in the dendritic tree (Antal et al., 1996; Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003;
Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005), whereas others deal with the oscillation proper-
ties of relay cells (To´th et al., 1998) or with thalamic networks (Destexhe
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and Sejnowski, 1997; Traub et al., 2005).
Almost all the relay cell models use the HH-type model. Each current is
described with a series of equations that relate the amplitude of the current
with voltage dependent open and close gate probabilities (Sterratt et al.,
2011). Some models use a single compartment, without any dendrite or
axon (Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992). These models can reproduce the
burst and tonic behavior of the relay cells. Others models include relay cell
morphology (Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003; Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005; Traub
et al., 2005), and they have been used to determine the current distribution
along the dendritic tree. So far no relay cell model has considered the
specific locations of synaptic inputs.
The problem of computation of inputs considering synaptic location is
addressed in other cells. Models of pyramidal cells of the hippocampus
include input origin. The model can be used to test how the localization
of the inputs affect the cell response (Hao et al., 2009), and also to describe
the specific properties of the inputs (Piskorowski and Chevaleyre, 2012).
In this case the amplitude of unitary inputs is not enough, so cells need
the integration of several synapses to generate a spike (Piskorowski and
Chevaleyre, 2012). The computation rules generated by the model of a
specific cell does not necessarily work for a model of another cell, as for
example computational rules of CA1 versus CA2 pyramidal cells in the
hippocampus (Piskorowski and Chevaleyre, 2012).
1.8 Development and Maturation
Structures involved in the whisker system are still changing during the
first month after birth. Active whisker movement in mice starts around
postnatal (P) P11-P12 days (Wang and Zhang, 2008). In rats, the whisker
response in the thalamus and in the cortex changes after birth. In older
animals, thalamocortical units increase the response to adjacent whisker
stimulation, while cortical units increases the response to principal whisker
stimulation (Shoykhet and Simons, 2008). Also the response latencies to
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whisker stimulation decreases in the thalamus and in the cortex during
maturation (Shoykhet and Simons, 2008).
The barrel cortex is still changing during the first weeks and needs
sensory information for proper maturation. Trimming whiskers in rats at
birth (Simons and Land, 1987), or even at P12, changes the response of
the cortex (Shoykhet et al., 2005) and the ability to use the whisker system
properly in surface discrimination tests between rough surfaces (Carvell
and Simons, 1996).
The embryological origin of the thalamus is the diencephalon, which
will be divided in a ventral part or hypothalamus, and a dorsal part or
dorsal thalamus (Jones, 2007). The main nuclei of the thalamus can be
recognized at embryonic (E) E20 in rats, but the differentiation of individual
nuclei does not finish until the first week after birth (Jones, 2007). Almost
all relay cells in the mouse thalamus are born between E10 and E16 (Jones,
2007). Projections from the thalamus reach the cortex at E13, whereas
projections from the cortex reach the thalamus at E14.5-E15 (Auladell et al.,
2000).
Relay cell maturation occurs during the first month. In the first two
weeks, relay cells decrease the membrane time constant, the input resis-
tance and the resting membrane potential (Warren and Jones, 1997). The
morphology of relay cells also changes. In the ventral posterior nucleus of
mice, relay cells increase the number of primary dendritic branches during
the first 3 weeks (Warren and Jones, 1997). Relay cells undergo sensory
dependent synaptic pruning and changes in the synaptic response (Wang
and Zhang, 2008). Axons of relay cells are myelinated during maturation.
The process finishes around week 4. The myelination changes the latency
of the response in the cortex (Shoykhet and Simons, 2008).
In mice, VPM driver synaptic maturation occurs during the first month
(Arsenault and Zhang, 2006). VPM relay cells receive less lemniscal fibers
after the second postnatal week (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006; Wang et al.,
2011). Stimulation of the leminiscal pathway in acute brain slices of VPM
relay cells at different age showed EPSC amplitude decreases during the
second postnatal week, but the strength of depression does not change
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(Arsenault and Zhang, 2006). The AMPA/NMDA ratio changes during the
first 3 weeks (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006; Wang et al., 2011). The NMDA
decay constant decreases and the relay cell response become less sensitive
to ifenprodil, a NR2B/NR1 receptor blocker (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006;
Liu et al., 2004; Williams, 1993). The decrease of NR2B subunits is a char-
acteristic of maturation in others areas of the brain (Robert W Gereau and
Swanson, 2008), and is related to sensory stimulation, like visual stimuli to
the cortex (Erisir and Harris, 2003; Quinlan et al., 1999). So far, there is no
information about maturation at the level of single synapses in first order
or higher order nuclei of the thalamus.
1.9 Aims of the Study
The aims of this study are to describe the synaptic properties of Pr5-VPM
synapses, to generate an in silico model of relay cells that includes the
location of driver synapses, and to describe the maturation of L5B-POm
synapses.
A previous study described the synaptic properties of the L5B-POm
synapse (Groh et al., 2008), but this synapse conveys cortical informa-
tion. However, there is no information about the response of relay cells
to stimulation of a single synapse transfering sensory inputs. Relay cells
in VPM, via Pr5-VPM synapses, receive sensory information related to
the whisker system, a known system to study sensory processing (Dia-
mond and Arabzadeh, 2013). The thalamus receives sensory information
and changes the properties of the information to be sent to the cortex (De-
scheˆnes et al., 2003; Fanselow and Nicolelis, 1999; Golomb et al., 2006;
Sosnik et al., 2001) probably in the relay cells, although it is not clear
whether these changes are the response to the computation process of relay
cells, or whether they appear already at the level of single synapses. The
first part of this thesis describes the properties of Pr5-VPM synapses and
whether this first order synapse shows large amplitude, depression and
spike generation, as in higher order synapses.
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Several currents are involved in spike generation (Huguenard and Mc-
cormick, 1992; Sherman and Guillery, 2009). IA is a fast potassium outward
current (Huguenard and Mccormick, 1992). IA affects the depolarization
by stimulation (Huguenard and Mccormick, 1992; Sherman and Guillery,
2009), but it is not clear how this current alters the response to a sensory
stimulus. IA is generated by the opening of Kv1, Kv3 or Kv4 voltage-
gated potassium channels (Norris and Nerbonne, 2010). In VPM, Kv4.3
subunits are localized in the postsynaptic site of large synapses localized
in the first branches of dendrites (Giber et al., 2008), probably the same
Pr5-VPM synapses that carries the sensory information. This project aims
to determine the subunit composition of IA and the role of the IA in the ex-
citatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) generated in the relay cell following
stimulation of a single large terminal.
Single relay cells of VPM and POm receive more than one large terminal
(Liu et al., 1995; Spacek and Lieberman, 1974; Veinante and Descheˆnes, 1999;
Williams et al., 1994). The goal of this work is to describe the response of
relay cells to stimulation of single terminals, but we decided to use in silico
models to explore the relay cell response to stimulation of more than one
terminal, and how the information is transformed at the level of relay cells.
Finally, a previous study showed that L5B-POm synapses in rats have
large amplitude, short-term depression and generate a spike response
(Groh et al., 2008). It is not known whether mice L5B-POm synapses have
the same response. If we want to describe this synapse in more detail we
need some tools to alter its normal function. Even though it is possible
to genetically manipulate rats (Geurts et al., 2009; Homberg et al., 2007;
Sun et al., 2013), mice offer more options and tools, like a larger library of
genetically modified mice (Feng et al., 2000; Gave´riaux-Ruff and Kieffer,
2007; Li et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2010; Zembrzycki et al., 2013). The last part
of the thesis describes the properties of L5B-POm synapses in mice. It also
describes the properties of L5B-POm synapses during maturation, in order
to determine whether the L5B-POm synaptic properties appear already
at birth or later, considering that the whisker system also has maturation
changes (Mosconi et al., 2010).
CHAPTER 2
Materials and Methods
2.1 Drugs Used
In acute brain slices recordings we used the sodium channel blocker TTX
(AbcamBiochemicals, 1 μM) (Lee and Ruben, 2008), general potassium
channel blockers TEA (Sigma, 20 mM) (Khodakhah et al., 1997), gen-
eral IA current blocker 4-Aminopyridine or 4-AP (Ascent Scientific, 5
mM) (Thompson, 1982), Kv4.3 blocker phrixotoxin-2 (Sigma, around 1
μM) (Diochot et al., 1999), Na+ channel blocker QX-314 (Tocris Bioscience,
5 mM) (Schwarz and Puil, 2002; Strichartz, 1973), and AMPA desensi-
tization blocker kynurenic acid (Tocris Bioscience, KYN, 1 mM) (Dia-
mond and Jahr, 1997; Taschenberger et al., 2002). AMPA receptor blocker
CNQX (Tocris Bioscience, 20 μM) (Groh et al., 2008; Honore´ et al., 1988).
NMDA receptor blocker APV (Tocris Bioscience, 50 μm) (Groh et al., 2008;
Morris, 1989).
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2.2 Virus Generation And Production
cDNA of synaptophysin-EGFP (Wimmer et al., 2004) was subcloned into a
pAM plasmid that had an adeno-associated virus 2 (AAV2) inverted termi-
nal repeats and a cassette with a 1.1 kb cytomegalovirus enhancer/chicken
β-actin promoter (Garg et al., 2004), the woodchuck post-transcriptional
regulatory element (Zufferey et al., 1999) and the bovine growth hormone
polyA (Groh et al., 2008; Wimmer et al., 2004).
Virus particles were produced transfecting 4 ∗ 106 HEK293 cells (Cell
Biolabs, San Diego, CA) in DMEM (Gibco) on 14 cm cell culture dishes,
The cells were transfected with a mixture of 125 mM CaCl2, HBS (140 mM
NaCl, 25 mM HEPES, 0.7 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.05) and 37.5 μg DNA from
pAM, pDP1rs and pDP2rs. Each dish received one drop of the mix. The
medium was changed 24 hours later to stop transfection. Virus particles
were harvested 3 days later. Cells were removed from the dish, pelleted
(200 g, 10 min), resuspended in a lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 8.5) and lysed via a three freeze/thaw cycle. Genomic DNA was
removed by digestion with 500 units of benzonase endonuclease (Sigma)
for 2 hours at 37◦C. Pipetting dissolved the cell debris and the supernatant
was passed by a 0.45 μm pore diameter filter. AAV particles were purified
using a heparin-agarose column (Biorad, cat. no: 7321010). The column
was washed with 10 ml equilibrium buffer (1 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM KCl in
PBS, pH 7.2) and filled with 5 ml heparin-agarose (Sigma, cat. no.: H6508)
and 10 ml of equilibrium buffer. The lysate was added to the column and
incubated for 2 hours at 4◦C on a shaker. Later the column was washed
with 20 ml equilibration buffer, and the virus particles were eluted with
15 ml elution buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2) into a filter
tube (Amicon Ultra Filter, Milliore, Cat. no.: UFC9 100 24). The eluate was
concentrated by centrifugation twice with 15 ml PBS. The virus particle
solution was filtered (0.22 μm pore diameter), aliquoted and stored at +4◦C
(Ko¨rber, 2011).
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2.3 Stereotaxic Injection
Stereotaxic setup: Model 1900 stereotaxic alignment system (David Kopf
Instruments, California, USA) and an eLeVeLeR electronic leveling device
(Wimmer et al., 2004). The coordinates were corrected by brain size from
those obtained from the books ”The Mouse Brain in Stereotaxic Coordi-
nates” (Paxinos and Franklin, 1997) and from ”The Rat Brain in Stereotaxic
Coordinates, 2nd edition” (Paxinos and Watson, 1986).
2.3.1 Injection of Pr5 in Rats
12 day-old rats were used for virus particle injection. They were anes-
thetized with 5% mix isoflurane (Baxter, Deerfield, IL) / oxygen (Vaporizer
Isotec4, Surgivet, Dublin, OH) for 2 minutes. Local anesthesia, 1% lido-
cain, was added to the surface of each ear and in the surface of the skull.
100 μl of subcutaneous lidocain 1% was injected to the head. The rodent
was tested for reflexes before executing the incision. The local anesthetic
mix isoflurane/oxygen was decreased to 2%. The skin was open, bregma
and lambda marked, and the position of the head was corrected using the
eLeVeLeR. 1.5 μl of virus was loaded to a capillary glass. The skull was
drilled in the desired coordinate. The capillary glass with the virus was
connected to a 50 mL syringe and fixed to and adapter in the same position
of the stereotaxic ocular. The virus was injected evenly in 3 coordinates in
the brain (Table 2.1). Sometimes the rat bled, and the blood was removed
with small cotton triangles. The virus was added by positive pressure. The
virus was added slowly and after waiting for 2 minutes the capillary glass
was moved out and placed to the other coordinates. The total time of the
procedure was around 30 minutes for each animal. The rats where injected
in Pr5 and it was possible to see the expression of EGFP in VPM after one
or two weeks (Figure 2.1).
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X Y Z
-1.9 - 6.8 - 8.1
- 1.6 -6.5 -7.8
- 1.6 -7.2 -7.8
Table 2.1: Rat Stereotaxic Coordinates
X Y Z
- 3 0 - 0.6
- 3 - 0.4 - 0.6
- 3 - 0.8 - 0.6
- 3 0.4 - 0.6
- 3.3 - 0.4 - 0.6
- 3.3 - 0.8 - 0.6
Table 2.2: Mouse Stereotaxic Coordinates
2.3.2 Injection of Deep Cortical Layers in Mice
The mouse procedure required some small changes. Mice younger than
2 weeks were anesthetized with a 5% isoflurane mix as with rats, while
mice older than 2 weeks were placed first in a chamber with an enrichment
isoflurane environment until the mouse stoped moving. For P12 or older
animals, before the animal was put in the stereotaxic setup, the hair of the
top of the head was removed with an electric trimmer. For P10 or younger
animals, a blunt ear bar was used, and held by pressure of the head, not the
ear. P12 mice were injected in the L5B with the coordinates in Table 2.2. The
coordinates used for younger animals were based on Table 2.2 but corrected
for bregma-lambda distance, z-distance from bregma to the injection site,
and for overall size of the head. It was possible to see the expression of
EGFP in POm after one or two weeks (Figure 2.2a).
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2.4 Preparation of Acute Brain Slices
Rats or mice previously injected with adeno-associated virus particles
(AAV) were decapitated. Brains were removed in ice-cold slicing solution
(ACSF slicing solution, Table 2.4). Coronal sections of a 150 μm thickness,
at the level of the thalamus were prepared on a Leica VT1200S vibratome.
The slices where done with a speed of 0.08 mm/s. The slices were stored
in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) bath solution (Table 2.4). The slices
were kept in a bubble solution all the time with an O2/CO2 mix. They were
stored for 30 minutes at 37◦C and 30 minutes at room temperature before
use.
2.5 Electrophysiology
2.5.1 Recordings from VPM Relay Cells
Patch-clamp recordings were established in VPM relay cells from acute
brain slices from P24-P32 rats (EPC-10 amplifier and PatchMaster software,
HEKA Electronics). The brain slice was perfused continuously at 2.2 ml
/ min with the recording solution (Table 2.4). Spontaneous activity data
were filtered at 2.9 Khz, whereas all the other data were filtered at 10 Khz
(Bessel filter, HEKA amplifier). The data were digitalized at 20 Khz (current
injection experiments), 40 Khz (spontaneous activity experiments) or 100
Khz. The slice was bathed with the specific ACSF solution at room temper-
ature (Table 2.4). The solution was bubbled with a O2/CO2 mix. The VPM
was recognized in transmitted light as an area ventral to the hippocampus
and medial to the reticular nucleus of the thalamus (Figure 2.1a). The
expression of synaptophysin-EGFP was visible in fluorescent light and in
confocal images (SP5 Leica infrared scanning gradient contrast (IR-SGC)
and confocal system, Leica Mikrosysteme Vertrieb GmbH, Germany). Cells
close to synaptophysin-EGFP labeled terminals were patched with a pipette
with high K+ internal solution or Cs+ internal solution containing 0.03 mM
alexa 594 (Molecular Probes, Table 2.5, Figure 2.1b). The relay cell potential
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was held at -60 mV in the whole-cell voltage clamp mode, or at different po-
tentials in current clamp mode using LFVC (low frequency voltage clamp,
in patchmaster) (Peters et al., 2000) . We used only relay cells that had large
labeled terminals close to the soma and or the first dendritic branches. In
general, for all the experiments where we used specific blockers, we made
the specific experiment in ACSF, changed the solution by ACSF plus the
specific drug and we waited for at least 10 minutes before repeating the
experiment in presence of the drug.
2.5.1.1 Isolation of Potassium Currents of VPM Relay Cells
We used acute brain slices in a bathing ACSF normal solution (Table 2.4).
We recorded the response of relay cells to voltage steps. We added 1 μM
TTX and 20 mM TEA to the external solution to block the fast sodium
current and the slow inward potassium current. After 10 minutes we
recorded the response of relay cells to the same voltage steps. We added
5 mM 4-AP to the external solution to block IA and we let it run for 10
minutes. We compared the response of the relay cells to voltage steps
protocols with and without the fast outward potassium current blocker
4-AP. The current difference was considered as the IA. We also used around
1 μM 2-phrixotoxin instead of 4-AP to obtain the Kv4.3 dependent IA fast
outward potassium current. The liquid junction potential was 13.8 mV, but
the recordings were not corrected.
2.5.1.2 Recording of VPM Relay Cells Response to Stimuli
Labeled terminals were stimulated with a double-barrel stimulation pipette
(10 to 90 μs, 20 to 70 V) filled with normal ACSF (Table 2.4) and 0.03 mM
alexa 594. We only used those responses in which we saw a clear time
difference between the stimulus artifact and the EPSC. We increased the
stimulus duration and amplitude until we saw a response. Increasing the
amplitude of the stimulus did not change the response amplitude. The stim-
ulus pipette was closer than 1 μm from the labeled terminal (Figure 2.1b).
Slight movement of the pipette generated a loss of the stimulus response.
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In some experiments we used 10 μM CNQX to block AMPA receptors (Groh
et al., 2008; Honore´ et al., 1988) or 50 μM APV to block NMDA receptors
(Groh et al., 2008; Morris, 1989). We added the drug in the bath solution
and waited for 10 minutes before doing the recordings.
(a) Acute brain slice (b) Relay cell and labeled
terminals
Figure 2.1: EGFP expression in Pr5-VPM synapses
(a) Visualization of expression of EGFP in thalamus, after two weeks
of incubation. VPM nucleus outlined by a circle. (b) Multichannel
confocal image of relay cell and labeled terminals. Relay cell from the
VPM labeled using a patch pipette with alexa 594 (red) and labeled
terminals expressing synaptophysin-EGFP (green). Patch pipette
and stimulus pipette labeled with alexa 594 (red). Slice morphology
was visualized with infrared scanning gradient contrast (IR-SGC).
2.5.2 Recordings from POm Relay Cells
We followed the same procedure as with VPM relay cells from rat, but we
used acute brain slices from P8-P56 mice. The POm was recognized by
the expression of synaptophysin-EGFP in fluorescent light and confocal
images (SP5 Leica infrared scanning gradient contrast (IR-SGC) and confo-
cal system, Leica Mikrosysteme Vertrieb GmbH, Germany). Cells close to
synaptophysin-EGFP labeled terminals were patched with a pipette with
high K+ internal solution or Cs+ base internal solution (Table 2.5). Both
internal solutions contained 0.03 mM alexa 594. The relay cell potential
was fixed at the specific potential in the whole-cell voltage clamp mode,
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or using LFVC (Peters et al., 2000) in current clamp mode. We used only
relay cells that had large labeled terminals close to the soma and or the
first dendritic branches. Labeled terminals were stimulated with a double-
barrel stimulation pipette (10 to 90 μs, 20 to 70 V) filled with normal ACSF
(Table 2.4) and 0.03 mM alexa 594 (Figure 2.2b).
(a) Acute brain slice (b) Relay cell and labeled
terminals
Figure 2.2: EGFP expression in rosebud synapses
(a) Visualization of the expression of GFP in thalamus, after two
weeks of incubation. POm nucleus is outlined by a circle. (b) Multi-
channel confocal image of relay cell and labeled terminals. Relay cell
from the POm labeled using a patch pipette with alexa 594 (red) and
labeled terminals expressing synaptophysin-EGFP (green). Patch
pipette and Stimulus pipette labeled with alexa 594 (red). Slice mor-
phology was visualized with infrared scanning gradient contrast
(IR-SGC).
2.5.3 Data Analysis
For the L5B-POm synapse maturation project passive properties data (Fig-
ure 3.22) and spontaneous responses (Figure 3.24) show a clear difference
between the data from the 2 first postnatal weeks and older animals. We
separate the data in 2 week bins.
All the data was measured with custom made routines using Igor Pro
(Wavemetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR). The data was analyzed using Prism
software (GraphPad software Inc., California) with 1-way ANOVA and
Bonferroni post test, or student t-test.
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2.6 VPM Relay Cell In Silico Model
2.6.1 Current Curves
We used the activation and inactivation kinetics of fast Na+ currents, de-
layed K+ currents, IT , IA and Ih from previous works (Antal et al., 1996;
Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992; Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005), using a HH-
type model (Sterratt et al., 2011). The code was written in nmodl (Hines
and Carnevale, 2000), to be used in the Neuron simulation environment
(Carnevale and Hines, 2006; Hines and Carnevale, 1997; Hines and Carnevale,
2001), or as functions in Igor Pro (Table 2.3).
2.6.2 Single Cell Model
We created a single compartment model in Igor Pro. The model was used to
test the basic properties of relay cells, like burst and tonic firing (Sherman
and Guillery, 2009).
2.6.3 Dendritic Branches Model
We created a multiple compartment model in the Neuron simulation envi-
ronment. The model had soma and 4 branches with 2 apical dendrites each.
We added a fast Na+ current, a delayed K+ current, IT , IA and Ih (Table 2.3).
We modeled synaptic inputs using alpha-synapses (Carnevale and Hines,
2006; Sterratt et al., 2011) to model response of the relay cell to a different
number of inputs.
2.6.4 Relay Cell Model
2.6.4.1 Neuronal Morphology
We obtained a stack of confocal images with synaptophysin-EGFP labeled
terminals and alexa 594 labeled relay cells from a patch clamp experiment.
We used a Leica SP5 microscope to obtain the images. The images were
processed in FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012) using the Bio-Formats plugin
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(Linkert et al., 2010). We traced the 3D morphology of the relay cells using
the 3D filter plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) and the simple neurite tracer plugin
(Longair et al., 2011). We used the Segmentation editor plugin to trace the
soma shape. We combined the soma and dendrites to create a template and
we isolated the relay cell from the background. We saved the filtered relay
cell in a multi-image TIFF file. We segmented the isolated relay cell using
the 3D segmentation plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) in FIJI.
We used the Neuron simulation environment (Carnevale and Hines,
2006) to model neuron morphology and the distance of terminals to the
soma. First we reconstructed the isolated relay cell from the multi-image
TIFF file using NeuronStudio software (Wearne et al., 2005) and we ex-
ported the tree information as a hoc file, ready to be used in the Neuron
simulation environment. We separated each branch or section of the neuron
in different internal nodes (Carnevale and Hines, 2006) using a home made
hoc procedure that considers the δ-lambda rule (Carnevale and Hines, 2006;
Hines and Carnevale, 2001). We considered only odd numbers of internal
nodes to facilitate the calculation (Appendix A.1).
2.6.4.2 Passive Parameters of Relay Cell
The axial or cytoplasmic resistivity was set to 35.4 Ωcm. The membrane
capacitance is conventionally assumed to be 1 μm F/cm2, but recent experi-
ments suggest a value of 0.9 μm F/cm2 in neuronal cells (de Schutter, 2010;
Gentet et al., 2000). We used 1 μm F/cm2 as membrane capacitance in the
model. We added a passive leak conductance of 0.0002 S / cm2 with
- 60 mV leakage equilibrium potential.
2.6.4.3 Voltage-Dependent Currents Distribution in the Relay Cell Model
We combined the hoc file describing the morphology of the relay cell (Ap-
pendix A.1) with nmodl (Hines and Carnevale, 2000) files describing the ac-
tivation and inactivation kinetics of fast Na+ currents, delayed K+ currents,
IT , IA and Ih (Table 2.3) (Antal et al., 1996; Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992;
Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005). We divided the relay cell in soma, basal and
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apical dendrites. We determined the conductance of each current in the
compartments by trial-and-error until we could mimic the burst and tonic
response of relay cells to a voltage-step protocol.
2.6.4.4 Labeled Terminal Location
We used the 3D filter plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) and the 3D segmenta-
tion plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) in FIJI to isolate labeled terminals from
the background. We used segmented relay cells and segmented labeled
terminals and the 3D segmentation plugin (Ollion et al., 2013) with home
made scripts to isolate terminals close (0 μm) to the relay cell.
We combined the isolated relay cell and isolated terminals close to the
relay cell in a single stack using FIJI and we determined the position of
the terminals by visual inspection using the Fiji 3D viewer plugin or the
Vaa3D software (Peng et al., 2010). Home made hoc procedures calculated
the distance from the synaptic input to the soma (Appendix A.3).
2.6.4.5 Labeled Terminal Stimulation
We added the synapses location to the relay cell model (Appendix A.3). We
modeled the synapses with alpha functions (Carnevale and Hines, 2006;
Sterratt et al., 2011), where gsyn was the synaptic conductance over time,
g¯syn was the maximum conductance calculated from the EPSC response at
- 60 mV (0.016 μS), τ was 1.5 ms and t is time.
gsyn(t) = g¯syn × t
τ
× exp(1− t
τ
) (2.1)
We recorded the voltage response in the soma of the model cell to
the stimulation of one, two or three of the terminals at different resting
membrane conditions (Appendix A.4).
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Current Property
Na2+ current αm = 0.32× 13.1−(v+40)
exp(
(13.1−(v+40))
4.0
)−1
βm = 0.280× (v+40)−40.1
exp(
(v+40)−40.1
5.0
−1)
m∞ = αmαm+βm
τm =
1
αm+βm
αh = 0.128× exp(17−v18 )
βh =
4
1.0+exp( 40−v
5.0
)
h∞ = αhαh+βh
τh =
1
αh+βh
gNa = gmax,Na ×m2 × h
K+ current αn = 0.16× 35.1−(v+20)
exp(
35.1−(v+20)
5.0
)−1
βn = 0.250× exp(20−v)40.0 )
n∞ = αnαn+βn
τn =
1
αn+βn
gK = gmax,K ×m
IT m∞ = 1.0
1.0+exp(− v+50)
5
)
τm = 2.44 + 0.02505× exp(−0.0984× v)
h∞ = 1.0
1.0+exp(
v+83.5)
4.0
)
τh = 7.66 + 0.02866× exp(−0.1054× v)
gIT = gmax,IT ×m3 × h
IA m∞ = 1.0
1.0+exp(− v−(−60)
8.5
)
τm = 0.67
h∞ = 1.0
1.0+exp(
v−(−78)
6
)
if (v ≥ - 63), τh = 7.0
if (v < - 63), τh = 0.33
exp(
v−(−46)
5
)
+ exp(−v−(−238)
37.5
)
gIA = gmax,IA ×m× h
Ih m∞ = 1.0
1.0+exp(
v+75)
7.5
)
if (v > - 77.5), τm = 120820exp(0.061×v)
else, τm = 29.54exp(−0.046×v)
gIh = gmax,Ih ×m3
Table 2.3: Ion channel kinetics
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Results
3.1 Pr5-VPM Synapses
3.1.1 Minimal Synaptic Transmission in Pr5-VPM Synapses
Relay cells receive driver and modulatory inputs. We decided to mea-
sure the response of VPM relay cells to the spontaneous release from the
synapses (Figure 3.1a). Spontaneous events had an amplitude of 22.31 ±
0.75 pA and a frequency of 4.616 ± 1.3 events/s (average of 22 cells). Cells
also showed multi spontaneous events (Figure 3.1b), where the amplitude
of the events is two or more times larger than the smaller events. It is
possible these events are due to different glutamatergic inputs contacting
the same relay cell.
We calculated the quantal size of the Pr5-VPM synapse. Spontaneous
events are considered unitary events equivalent to the quantal size of the
synapse. Relay cells receive driver but also modulatory synapses, and
the spontaneous response could be due to the spontaneous release from
modulatory synapses. We measured the minimal stimulation response of
relay cells to stimulation of labeled terminals in a low calcium medium
31
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(Figure 3.1c and Figure 3.1d), where almost 20% of the stimulation gave no
response. The evoked response, or quantal size, had an amplitude of 32
pA, almost twice that of the spontaneous release.
(a) Spontaneous activity (b) Histogram spontaneous activity
(c) Ekoved response in low calcium solu-
tion
(d) Histogram evoked response
Figure 3.1: Minimal synaptic transmission in Pr5-VPM synapses
(a) Spontaneous activity of a relay cell. External solution was normal
ACSF. (b) Histogram of spontaneous activity in a relay cell. Gaussian
curve showing 2 peaks. (c) Evoked response in presence of low
calcium in the external solution. (d) Distribution of amplitude of
EPSC in a low calcium medium. All the experiments were done in
whole-cell voltage clamp with a - 60 mV holding membrane potential.
Patch pipette filled with high potassium base internal solution.
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(a) EPSC (b) All-or-none response
(c) EPSC with CNQX or APV
Figure 3.2: Synaptic transmission of Pr5-VPM synapses
(a) EPSC response of relay cell to different stimuli amplitudes in
labeled terminals. (b) Plot of the EPSC response versus amplitude
response of a relay cell to different stimuli amplitudes in labeled
terminals. (c) Evoked EPSC response of a relay cell in presence of
20 mm CNQX and 50 μM APV (light gray), 50 μM APV (grey) or
normal ACSF (black) in the bath solution. All experiments done in
whole-cell voltage clamp with -60 mV holding membrane potential.
High potassium base internal solution.
3.1.2 Synaptic Transmission of Pr5-VPM Synapses
The response of relay cells to stimulation of labeled terminal was recorded
using the patch-clamp technique. Whole-cell recordings showed an all-
or-none response to variation in stimulus amplitude (Figure 3.2a and Fig-
ure 3.2b). Responses of relay cells to 0.5 Hz stimulation of labeled terminals
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generated an average excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) of 0.99 ± 0.24
nA, rise time of 0.41 ± 0.03 ms and average decay time of 1.92 ± 0.24 ms
(average of 15 cells, Figure 3.2c). The quantum content per stimulus was
31, and was considered as the amplitude of EPSC (0.99 nA, Figure 3.2c)
divided by the amplitude of the minimal stimulation response (32 pA,
Figure 3.1d). The values of the response of the relay cell to the stimulus
of a single terminal was consistent with a large terminal forming a giant
synapse.
The Pr5-VPM synapse has a large AMPA receptor component. In the
presence of 20 μM of the AMPA - kainate blocker CNQX (Groh et al., 2008;
Honore´ et al., 1988) the EPSC was almost abolished. On the contrary, 50
μM of the NMDA channel blocker APV (Groh et al., 2008; Morris, 1989)
failed to diminish the amplitude of the EPSC at a holding potential of - 60
mV, but it decreased the slower component (Figure 3.2c), suggesting that
NMDAR are present in the Pr5-VPM synapse.
3.1.3 Short-term Plasticity of Pr5-VPM Synapses
Large Pr5-VPM synapses showed depression during trains of high fre-
quency stimulation. Train of stimuli of 10 Hz or more generated an EPSC
depression in the relay cells response (Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b). The
effect of the depression was stronger at higher stimulation frequencies
(Figure 3.3b, from 10 Hz to 100 Hz stimulation). The response of the relay
cell was composed of a fast and a slow component (Figure 3.3c).
We measured how much time the relay cells needed to recover from
depression. We used a paired pulse protocol to determine the interval
between 2 stimuli in which the first one does not affect the amplitude of the
second one (Figure 3.3d). We increased the inter-stimulus interval until 500
ms. Pr5-VPM synapses recovered 80% of its EPSC amplitude with intervals
of 400 ms between stimuli. The time response was close to those in other
relay cells of the thalamus (Groh et al., 2008).
Short-term depression can be generated by pre or post synaptic mech-
anisms (Fioravante and Regehr, 2011; Von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002). A
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(a) 20 Hz stimulation (b) Short-term depression
(c) Fast and slow τ (d) Paired Pulse
Figure 3.3: Synaptic plasticity in Pr5-VPM synapses
Response of relay cell to high frequency stimulation of labeled ter-
minals. (a) Example of response of a relay cell to 20 Hz stimulation
in labeled terminals. In gray, response in the presence of 1 mM
kynurenic acid; in black, response in normal ACSF conditions. (b)
Graph showing the normalized evoked response of relay cells to dif-
ferent frequency of stimulation. Normalization of the first stimulus
compared to the others. Average and SEM. In parentheses number of
cells analyzed. (c) Fast and slow exponential τ constants. (d) Graph
showing Paired-pulse ratios. Average of 5 cells and SEM. All the
experiments done in whole-cell voltage clamp at - 60 mV holding
membrane potential. External solution was normal ACSF, and high
potassium base internal solution.
postsynaptic mechanism is the desensitization of AMPA receptors. We
used 1 mM KYN, a known inhibitor of saturation and desensitization
of AMPA receptors (Diamond and Jahr, 1997; Taschenberger et al., 2002;
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Sun and Wu, 2001) to rule out possible postsynaptic mechanisms. Re-
lay cells showed the same amount of depression with or without KYN
(Figure 3.3a).
(a) 100 Hz stimulation (b) Cummulative EPSC response
Figure 3.4: Vesicle release pool in Pr5-VPM synapses
Estimation of vesicle pool size. (a) Example of responses of relay cells
to 100 Hz stimulation in labelled terminals. (b) Cumulative EPSC
response of (a), and linear function of points between 200 and 800
ms. Back-extrapolation of linear function to 0 ms to estimate the total
pool current (gray dots).
3.1.4 Size of the Readily Releasable Pool in Pr5-VPM
Synapses
One explanation for the large amplitude of the evoked response of the
Pr5-VPM synapse is the release of more than one vesicle as a response of a
single terminal (Groh et al., 2008). We decided to calculate the vesicle pool
size using values of quantal size (Figure 3.1d) and back extrapolation of a
cumulative EPSC response of relay cells to 100 Hz stimulation (Figure 3.4).
The vesicle pool size was 5.1± 1.3 nA (5 cells), corresponding to around 160
vesicles. With the vesicle pool size and the quantum content per stimulus
we calculated a probability of release of 0.2 per single synaptic stimulus.
The data shows a Pr5-VPM synapse with a low probability of release, as
those found in calyx of Held (Branco and Staras, 2009; Meyer et al., 2001;
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Sakaba et al., 2002; Schneggenburger et al., 1999).
(a) Spike response (b) Spike delay
(c) Spike and EPSC
Figure 3.5: Spike generation of Pr5-VPM synapses
Single stimulation of a labeled terminal generate spikes in the relay
cell. (a) Spike response. (b) Increase magnification of (a). (c) Spike
and EPSC response of the same cell.
3.1.5 Spike Response of VPM Relay Cells
The role of relay cells is to convey sensory and cortical information to
the cortex (Sherman and Guillery, 2009). We tested if the large amplitude
response of Pr5-VPM synapses was enough to generate spikes in the relay
cell. A single stimulation of Pr5-VPM synapse could generate multiple
spikes in the relay cells (Figure 3.5a). The spike delay had 2 components,
1) delay between time of stimulation and response of the relay cell and,
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2) increase of membrane potential until reaching the threshold for spike
generation (Figure 3.5b). The delay of the EPSC and of the first part of the
spike delay was the same, but the EPSC length was shorter than the spike
response (Figure 3.5c).
(a) Spike response at different membrane
potentials
(b) Number of spike versus membrane
potential
(c) Delay before spike versus membrane
potential
Figure 3.6: Voltage-dependent spike response
(a) Response of a relay cell to a single synaptic stimulation at different
membrane potentials. (b) Average number of spikes generated by
a single synaptic stimulation at different membrane potentials. (c)
Average response delay. In parentheses the number of cells analyzed.
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3.1.6 Voltage Dependent Spike Response of VPM Relay
Cells
Relay cells fire in tonic or burst mode depending on the resting membrane
potential (Sherman and Guillery, 2009). We recorded the response of relay
cells to stimulation of Pr5-VPM synapses at hyperpolarizing and depolar-
izing potentials (Figure 3.6a). The multiplication function of relay cells
was membrane potential dependent. More hyperpolarized cells fired more
spikes in response to a single stimulation (Figure 3.6b). The second part of
the spike delay was also membrane potential-dependent. More depolarized
relay cells showed a decrease in the time delay (Figure 3.6c). These results
suggest that some properties related to the tonic or burst fire response of
relay cells appears already at the level of single synaptic stimulation, and
probably that IT are involved in the increase of postsynaptic spike number
at more hyperpolarized potentials.
3.1.7 Spike Plasticity of VPM Relay Cells
The number of spikes generated postsynaptically in response to stimulation
of Pr5-VPM terminals was affected by the stimulation frequency (Figure 3.7).
At 20 Hz, the number of spikes decreased by 20% after the four stimulus
(Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7d), while there was no spikes after the third
stimulus at 100 Hz (Figure 3.7c). The ability to fire spikes was diminished
at higher frequency of stimulation. Small EPSCs (20% of amplitude) could
generate a postsynaptic spike response at 50 Hz (3rd and 4th response in
Figure 3.7b), but not at 100 Hz (Figure 3.7c). Pr5-VPM had a frequency-
dependent transfer function. A single EPSC could generate more than
one postsynaptic spike (Figure 3.5). 20 Hz stimulation generated a 70 Hz
response (four stimuli to a Pr5-VPM terminal in 200 ms generate fourteen
postsynaptic spikes, Figure 3.7a), while a 50 Hz stimulus generated a 100
Hz response (four stimuli to a Pr5-VPM terminal in 80 ms generate eight
postsynaptic spikes, Figure 3.7b). At 100 Hz there was no transfer function,
and even no spike generation after the third stimulus (Figure 3.7c). This
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suggest that the information received from Pr5 as a train of stimuli is
transformed at the level of single synapses. It also suggests that at least
for higher frequency of stimuli the depression seen in in vivo recordings
of the VPM nucleus by whisker stimulation appears at the level of single
synapses.
(a) 20 Hz (b) 50 Hz
(c) 100 Hz (d) Number of spikes versus stim-
ulus number
Figure 3.7: Spike plasticity
Relay cell response to 20 Hz (a), 50 Hz (b) or 100 Hz (c) Pr5-VPM
stimulation. On the top postsynaptic spike response, on the bottom
EPSC response. (d) Change in the number of spikes generated per
stimulus at 10 Hz (black) or 20 Hz (gray) Pr5-VPM stimulation. The
number of spikes were normalized to the number of spikes generated
by the first stimulus. In parentheses the number of cells analyzed.
* significative difference (p < 0.05) compared to the first stimulus.
T-student test.
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3.2 IA in VPM Relay Cells
Relay cells in VPM transmit information from subcortical areas to the
cortex. Relay cells have several inward and outward currents activated
during changes in voltage (Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992). IA is a
fast K+ outward current (Wang and Schreurs, 2006; Shibata et al., 2000;
Huguenard et al., 1991) postulated to regulate the shape of the EPSP gener-
ated (Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
3.2.1 Activating and Inactivating Curves of IA in VPM Re-
lay Cells
IA has two gates, an opening and a closing gate (Wang and Schreurs, 2006;
Shibata et al., 2000; Huguenard et al., 1991). In order to determine the
activation and inactivation kinetics of IA we used voltage steps protocols
(Figure 3.8) and compared the response with or without IA blockers. The
activation protocol consisted of two voltage steps, the first after an hyper-
polarizing period and the second without a pre-hyperpolarizing period.
The inactivating protocol consisted of a voltage step starting with hyperpo-
larizing values and a test voltage after that.
VPM relay cells had an IA (Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b) that peaks at 20
mV and has a half-width of -20 mV. The activation starts at -50 mV.
3.2.2 IA Has Kv4.3 Subunits
IA can be generated by the expression of different subunits of potassium
channels. Kv4.3 subunits are localized close to large terminals in rat VPM
(Giber et al., 2008). We tested the IA curves in presence of the Kv4.2 and
K4.3 blocker phrixotoxin-2 (Diochot et al., 1999). Phrixotoxin-2 decreased
the amount of IA generated (Figure 3.9e and Figure 3.9f).
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(a) Ia activation (b) Ia inactivation
Figure 3.8: Protocols used to obtain Ia currents
IA has an activation and an inactivation gate. The inactivation gate
is open during hyperpolarization. (a) The difference between the
voltage steps after hyperpolarization and after resting membrane
potential will give the value of the IA activation curve. (b) The in-
activation curve is obtained by opening the inactivation gate by an
hyperpolarizing potential, followed by a voltage step and a depolar-
izing activating potential. The difference of the current response at
the activating potential is due to the closing of the inactivation gate
during the voltage step.
3.2.3 Effects of the Blockade of Kv4.3 Subunits in the Spike
Response of VPM Relay Cells
We wanted to compare the VPM relay cell response with or without IA. 4-
AP was the first choice (Thompson, 1982). It blocks IA, but also potentiates
synaptic transmission (Wu et al., 2009) and altered the firing properties
(Figure 3.10).
We decided to use phrixotoxin-2 (Diochot et al., 1999) to determine the
effects of Kv4.3 subunits in the response of VPM relay cells to stimuli. The
use of phrixotoxin-2 decreased the delay of the relay cell to spike by current
injection. The time of rebound burst spike also depends of Kv4.3 subunits
(Figure 3.11).
The postulated role of IA is to decrease the action potential delay. The
goal was to determine the response of relay cells to stimulation of single
large terminal in presence of IA blockers. The response of relay cells to
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terminal stimulation generated a spike that hinders the role of the IA in the
EPSP. To characterize the role of IA, QX-314, a Na+ channel blocker (Schwarz
and Puil, 2002; Strichartz, 1973), was added to the internal solution. The Na+
current could not be blocked completely at resting membrane potentials
(Figure 3.12), so it was necessary to record EPSP at hyperpolarizing values.
We recorded the response of relay cells to stimulation of a single labeled
terminal in presence of the Kv4.3 blocker 2-phrixotoxin. The blockade
of Kv4.3 subunits generated a decay in the amplitude of the EPSP (Fig-
ure 3.13b), but not a strong change in the EPSC response (Figure 3.13a).
In conclusion, VPM relay cells possess IA. Part of the current depends
of Kv4.3. IA alters the amplitude of the EPSP.
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(a) IA Activation Current (b) IA Activation Curve
(c) IA Inactivation Current (d) IA Inactivation Curve
(e) IA Activation current in presence of
phrixotoxin-2
(f) Amplitude of IA in presence of
phrixotoxin-2
Figure 3.9: IA current in VPM relay cells
(a) IA currents as the difference between activation protocols with
and without 4-AP. (b) IV curve of current from (a). (c) IA currents
as the difference between inactivation protocols with and without
4-AP. (d) IV curve of current from (c). (e) IA currents as the difference
between activation protocols with and without 2-phrixotoxin. (f) IV
curve of current from (e). In (a), (c) and (e) some traces were removed
for clarity. In (b), (d) and (f) the data was fit with a sigmoid function.
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(a) Current Injection (b) Spontaneous response (c) EPSC response
Figure 3.10: Effects of 4-AP in the Relay Response
(a) Response of relay cells to 500 pA injected current. (b) Sponta-
neous response of a relay cell. (c) Response of VPM relay cell to
single Pr5-VPM synaptic stimulation. Responses with (black) or
without (red) 5 mM of IA blocker 4-AP in the bath solution. In (a)
relay cell with high K+ internal solution and in (b) and (c), relay
cells with Cs+ base internal solution
(a) Current step protocol (b) Relay cell response
Figure 3.11: Effect of IA in firing properties of relay cells
(a) Step current injection protocol. (b) Relay cell response in ACSF
normal solution and in presence of 1 μM Kv4.3 blocker phrixotoxin-
2. The cell resting membrane potential was - 58 mV.
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(a) Relay cell spike re-
sponse
(b) Zoom of response
Figure 3.12: Spike Generation with Sodium Channels Blocker
(a) VPM spike generation in response to Pr5-VPM stimulation in
normal conditions or in presence of the sodium channel blocker
QX-314. In both conditions the resting membrane potential was
around - 50 mV. (b) Zoom of the spike response. Stimulus artifact
due to Pr5-VPM synapse stimulation at 5 ms. In red VPM relay cell
with normal ACSF external solution. In black, same cell with 5 mM
QX-314 in the external solution.
(a) EPSC (b) EPSP
Figure 3.13: Effect of Ia current in relay response
(a) EPSC response of relay cell to stimulation of a single labeled ter-
minal, in normal ACSF external solution, or with 1 µM phrixotoxin-
2 in the external solution. The cell was held at - 60 mV. (b) EPSP
response of a relay cell at the same conditions as (a), but the mem-
brane potential was - 80 mV.
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3.3 In Silico VPM Relay Cell
Relay cells receive 20 to 60 terminals (Spacek and Lieberman, 1974; Veinante
and Descheˆnes, 1999; Williams et al., 1994). In single confocal frames we
found more than one large terminal close to a relay cell (Figure 3.14b).
3D reconstructions of confocal images showed more than one terminal
per cell (Figure 3.14a). Stimulation of different single terminals in the
same relay cell showed that they generate a similar response (Figure 3.14c).
Because of the difficulty and low yield of dual or triple synapse stimulation
experiments, we decided to use a relay cell in silico model to predict the
relay cell response due to the stimulation of more than one terminal.
(a) 3D reconstruction (b) Relay cell (c) EPSC response
Figure 3.14: Labeled terminals close to relay cell
(a) 3D reconstruction of relay cell and labeled terminals. (b) Confo-
cal image of labeled relay cell and labeled terminals. In (a) and (b),
labeled terminals in green encircled by a discontinuous trace; relay
cell in red. In (b), the patch pipette is marked by continuous line.
(c) EPSC response of the relay cell in (b) to stimulation of each one
of the two labeled terminals encircled in (b).
3.3.1 Single Cell Model
The action potential generation and the burst and tonic response of relay
cells depend of voltage-dependent currents. We used a single compartment
model (Figure 3.15c) with fast Na+ currents, delayed K+ currents, IT , IA
and Ih (Table 2.3) to try to mimic the burst and tonic response of a relay cell
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to current injections. These currents were enough to mimic those relay cells
firing properties (compare Figure 3.15b with Figure 3.15d).
(a) Relay cell (b) Firing properties
(c) Single compartment
model
(d) Firing properties
Figure 3.15: Firing properties of single compartment
(a) Single image frame of a labeled relay cell and a labeled terminals.
(b) Example of relay cell response to hyperpolarizing (blue) or
depolarizing (red and green) current injections. (c) Scheme of single
compartment model. (d) Response of single compartment model
to hyperpolarizing (blue) or depolarizing (red and green) injection
current.
3.3.2 4-Synapses Model
We decided to test the response of a model relay cell to synaptic inputs.
The input was modeled using an alpha function (Equation 2.1). We used a
simplified model with soma, four principal dendrites and two daughter
dendrites each (Figure 3.16a). We assumed 100 μm length of each principal
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dendrite and at the end of each one we put a single synapse . Stimulation
of more than one terminal at the same time generated a faster response and
an increase in the number of spikes generated (Figure 3.16b).
(a) 4-synapses relay
cell model
(b) Response to synaptic
stimulation
Figure 3.16: 4 synapses model
(a) Model of a relay cell with 4 principal branches, 2 daughter branch
each, and 1 synapse (red) in each principal branch. (b) Response of
relay cell model to stimulation of 1, 2, 3 or 4 synapses at the same
time. In red the stimulation time used.
3.3.3 Relay Cell Model Including Morphology And Cur-
rent Distribution
We wanted to add the morphology of relay cells to the in silico model. We
used one VPM relay cell labeled with alexa 594 and we isolated the relay
cell and terminals. We reconstructed the relay cell morphology and added
the information to the model (Figure 3.17 and Appendix A.1).
We included fast Na+ currents, delayed K+ currents, IT IA and Ih in the
relay cell model (Table 2.3). Specific currents are not distributed evenly
along the relay cells (Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005). We added the currents with
specific conductances per cm2 along the model cell (Table 3.1).
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(a) Z-projection from con-
focal images
(b) Relay cell and labeled
terminals
(c) Relay cell and con-
nected labeled termi-
nals
(d) 3D neuron (e) 3D neuron in
hoc format
Figure 3.17: VPM relay cell
Relay cell reconstruction and use in Neuron environment. (a) Z-
projection of a stack of confocal images of a VPM relay cell (red)
and labeled terminals (green) from an acute brain slice of rat. (b)
Isolation of relay cell. (c) Isolation of relay cell and labeled terminals
close to the relay cell. (d) 3D reconstruction of relay cell morphology.
(e) Compartment model of relay cell in Neuron environment.
3.3.4 Firing Properties of Relay Cell Model
VPM relay cells fire in tonic or burst mode (Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
We tested if the model can generate tonic and burst firing with the same
protocol used in the real cell. We added currents with maximum conduc-
tance specific to each compartment (Table 3.1) and we injected current in
the soma, while we recorded the voltage response in the soma. The model
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Current soma basal dendrites apical dendrites
Na2+ 1 0.01 0
K+ 1.3925 0.36 0
IT 15 0.005 0
IA 2 0.01 0
Ih 0.01 0.01 0
Table 3.1: Current conductances in model relay cell
Maximum conductance in siemens/cm2 of the specific current in each
compartment of the in silico model of the relay cell
could fire in tonic mode by depolarizing currents, and also could generate
a burst rebound spike after hyperpolarizing currents (Figure 3.18b).
(a) Relay cell response (b) Model response
Figure 3.18: Firing properties of in silico relay cell
(a) Example of relay cell response to hyperpolarizing (blue) or depo-
larizing (green) current injections. (b) Response of relay cell model
to hyperpolarizing (blue) or depolarizing (green) injection current.
Response measured in the soma.
The current injected (Figure 3.18a) or the decrease in IT or IA (Sherman
and Guillery, 2009) can change the firing properties of relay cells (Sherman
and Guillery, 2009). We tested how the in silico model would respond to
changes in the current injected or the amount of IT or IA. The in silico
model predicted more positive currents will generate a faster response
(Figure 3.19a), as the decreases in overall IT (Figure 3.19b). The in silico
model also predicted that a decrease in overall IA will decrease the spike
delay and also will decrease the resting membrane potential (Figure 3.19c).
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(a) Delay (b) IT (c) IA
Figure 3.19: Firing properties of in in silico relay cell
(a) Delay of spike generation to a current input. (b) Response of
relay cell to 200 pA injected current at different percentages of IT .
(c) Response of relay cell to 200 pA injected current at different
percentages of IA.
3.3.5 Response of Relay Cell Model to Synaptic Stimula-
tion
We aimed at creating a model that can mimic the response of VPM relay
cells to stimulation of single Pr5-VPM terminals (such as Figure 3.5, 3.6
or 3.7). We used morphological information from 3D reconstructions of
relay cells (Figure 3.17) to determine the location of the terminals close
to the dendritic tree (Figure 3.17c and Figure 3.17e). We chose one of
those terminals, and we modeled the synaptic input as alpha functions
(Equation 2.1). The in silico model could generate responses similar to those
of real cells. A single synaptic input could generate a voltage-dependent
postsynaptic spike response (Figure 3.6 for a real cell, and Figure 3.20 for
the in silico model).
Relay cells receive more than one terminal (Figure 3.14). We wanted to
predict how the relay cell response changes between stimuli from a single
terminal to that from all the labeled terminals connected to the relay cell.
We modeled all the labeled terminals as synapses with alpha functions
(Equation 2.1) and we tested the in silico model to a single stimulation from
one, two or the three synapses. The model predicts that more inputs will
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generate a faster response (Figure 3.20b).
In conclusion, we generated an in silico relay cell model that included
the morphology of a relay cell and the location of large synaptic inputs (Fig-
ure 3.17e). The in silico model could mimic the burst and tonic firing pattern
of the real relay cell (Figure 3.18b) and the postsynaptic voltage-dependent
spike generation due to a single synaptic stimulus (Figure 3.20a). The model
can be used to predict the effect of specific currents in the firing pattern
of relay cells (Figure 3.19b and Figure 3.19c), and the postsynaptic spike
response to stimulation of more than one synaptic input (Figure 3.20b).
(a) Voltage-dependent re-
sponse
(b) Synaptic integration
Figure 3.20: Response of in silico model cell to synaptic stimulation
(a) Response of in silico model to a single synaptic stimulation.
The model started at different membrane potentials. The synaptic
stimulus was generated after 50 ms of initializing the model. (b)
Response of in silico model to one, two or three single synaptic
stimuli at the same time. The synaptic stimuli were generated after
50 ms of initializing the model. The plot started from 2 ms before
the begin of the synaptic input.
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3.4 Maturation of Mouse L5B-POm Synapses
3.4.1 Morphology of POm Relay Cells
Relay cells from VPM and POm have a characteristic morphology com-
posed of 7 or 6 principal dendrites (Ohara and Havton, 1994; Sherman and
Guillery, 2009). In other thalamic nuclei relay cells show morphological
changes during maturation (Warren and Jones, 1997). We wanted to ad-
dress the question of possible morphological changes in mice POm relay
cells during maturation. We used the same cells used for electrophysiology
and labeled with Alexa 594 to determine possible differences in the number
of dendritic branches during maturation. We used sholl analysis (Longair et
al., 2011) to determine the number of dendritic branches in POm relay cells
at concentric distances from the soma at different maturation stages. We
found a decrease in the number of branches in older animals (Figure 3.21).
(a) POm relay cell (b) Sholl graph (c) Number of branches
Figure 3.21: Change in number of branches in POm relay cells during matu-
ration
(a) Morphology of a P12 POm relay cell. (b) Sholl graph. Relay
cell over circles at 25 µm distance. (c) Plot of number of branches
versus distance from soma for POm relay cells at 4 age groups. In
parentheses the number of cells analyzed.
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3.4.2 Passive Properties of POm Relay Cells
The aim of the project was to characterize L5B-POm synapses in mice using
whole-cell voltage clamp and double-barrel stimulation. We recorded the
response of relay cells from P8 mice to P56 mice. Properties like the resting
membrane potential did not change during maturation, but the access
resistance decreased after the third week (Figure 3.22).
(a) Access resistance (b) Resting membrane potential (RMP)
Figure 3.22: Passive properties of POm relay cells
(a) Resting membrane potential (RMP) of relay cells at different
ages. (b) Access resistance of relay cells at different ages. All the
recordings done at room temperature. RMP recorded just after
breaking the seal, in current mode, with no current injection. Cs+
base internal solution (Table 2.5).
POm relay cells fire in tonic or burst mode in mature animals (Groh et
al., 2008). We tested the response of POm relay cells of different ages to
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current injections. Sufficient depolariz-
ing currents generated a tonic response in mice for P13 and also for P45
mice. P13 and P45 mice also showed rebound spikes after hyperpolarizing
current injections (Figure 3.23).
3.4.3 Spontaneous Responses of POm Relay Cells
Synaptic elimination is a common process during development and matu-
ration (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006; Low and Cheng, 2006). We wanted to
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(a) P13 (b) P45
Figure 3.23: Firing properties of POm relay cells
Examples of relay cell responses to - 150 pA (blue), 100 pA (red) or
500 pA (green) current injection. (a) P13. (b) P45.
determine if this can be reflected in the spontaneous inputs to POm relay
cells during maturation. We recorded the spontaneous activity of relay cells
of POm from P8 to P56 to determine if there were changes in the amplitude
or frequency of spontaneous activity. Younger animals showed a significant
(p < 0.05) increase in the frequency of spontaneous events (Figure 3.24).
3.4.4 Evoked Response of L5B-POm Synapses
In rat L5B-POm synapses, P28 - P31 animals present a strong response, with
a large amplitude, in line with a large synapse (Groh et al., 2008). Mouse
L5B-POm synapses are large, with more than one active zone (Hoogland
et al., 1991). We decided to investigate the amplitude response in mice
at different maturation stages. We recorded the response of relay cells to
stimulation of labeled terminals (Figure 3.25). There was no difference in
the amplitude of the response, but the amplitude was around 200 pA , 20%
of the amplitude reported for rat L5B-POm synapses (Groh et al., 2008).
3.4.5 Change in Glutamate Receptors of L5B-POm Synapses
The L5B-POm synapse is glutamatergic (Groh et al., 2008) and rat L5B-POm
synapse shows a fast and slow component depending on the membrane
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(a) P10 (b) P17
(c) P23 (d) P50
(e) Amplitude (f) Frequency
Figure 3.24: Spontaneous activity of POm relay cells
(a) to (d), POm relay cells from mouse P10, P17, P23 and P50. (e)
Average amplitude response. (f) Average frequency of spontaneous
events. In parentheses the number of cells recorded. Data divided
in groups of 2 weeks. All the values are averages with their SEM.
* significative difference (p < 0.05) between the groups. 1-way
ANOVA and Bonferroni correction.
potential at which they are stimulated, possibly due to AMPA and NMDA
component. During maturation, synapses in other areas of the thalamus
(Arsenault and Zhang, 2006) change the AMPA/NMDA ratio. We recorded
the response of mice POm relay cells to single terminal stimulation at - 60
mV and at + 40 mV in order to determine the presence of this fast and
slow component (Figure 3.26). The fast AMPA component was calculated
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(a) P10 (b) P50
(c) Amplitude (d) Rise time (e) Decay time
Figure 3.25: Evoked current in POm relay cells
Responses of relay cells to stimulation of a labeled terminal. (a) P10,
(b) P50. (c) EPSC amplitude, (d) EPSC rise time, (e) EPSC decay
time. In parentheses the number of cells analyzed. No significative
difference (p < 0.05) between any of the groups. 1-way ANOVA
and Bonferroni correction.
as the peak amplitude at - 60 mV, and the slow NMDA component was
calculated as the current value after 10 ms of stimulation in recordings
at + 40 mV. Mice L5B-POm synapses did not show any difference in the
AMPA/NMDA ratio from week 3 (Figure 3.26) .
3.4.6 Short-term Plasticity of L5B-POm Synapses
Driver synapses, but not modulatory synapses, show depression (Arse-
nault and Zhang, 2006; Groh et al., 2008; Reichova and Sherman, 2004). We
recorded the response of POm relay cells to 20 Hz stimulation of single
labeled terminal. Relay cells from even one week-old mice showed depres-
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(a) P23 (b) P50 (c) AMPA/NMDA ratio
Figure 3.26: Rosebud synapse response at different membrane potentials
(a) EPSC response of P23 POm relay cell. (b) EPSC response of P50
POm relay cell. (c) Plot of average rates at the different age groups.
In parentheses the number of cells analyzed. No significative differ-
ence. 1-way ANOVA and Bonferroni correction.
sion (Figure 3.27). The amount of depression was stronger in older animals
(Figure 3.27).
(a) Short-term plasticity (b) Ratio quantification
Figure 3.27: Short-term plasticity in rosebud terminals
Response of relay cells to 20 Hz stimulation of a labeled terminal.
(a) Example of relay cell response. The stimulus artifact was deleted
and the recordings were normalized to the amplitude of the first
EPSC. (b) Response normalized to the first EPSC for relay cells at
different ages. Number of relay cells analyzed in parentheses. SEM
not included. No statistic analysis because only one sample in 2
groups.
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3.4.7 Spike Response of POm Relay Cells
Stimulation of L5B-POm synapses in rats generates postsynaptic spike
responses (Groh et al., 2008). We recorded the response of mice POm relay
cells to stimulation of L5B-POm synapses in current clamp mode (Fig-
ure 3.28). Only relay cells from older mice showed a spike response, while
cells from younger animals showed EPSPs with amplitude of only a few mV
(Figure 3.28). The spike response was voltage-dependent (Figure 3.28b).
(a) P20 (b) P33
Figure 3.28: Spike response
(a) Response of a P20 relay cell to stimulation of a labeled terminal,
recorded in current clamp mode. Cell resting potential at - 50
(green), - 60 (blue) or - 70 mV (red). (b) Response of a P33 relay cell
to stimulation of a labeled terminal, recorded in current clamp mode.
Cell resting potential at - 50 (blue) or - 55 mV (red). Patch pipette
with K+ base internal solution. Before week fourth, stimulation of a
single terminal does not generate spikes in the relay cell.
L5B-POm synapses showed changes in maturation even after 4 or 5
weeks of age. The EPSC response did not change during maturation, but the
response to high frequency stimulation decreased over time. Stimulation
of single terminals generated spike response only in older animals. Hence,
mice have a mature POm only after the first month.
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Discussion
In this thesis, we showed synaptic transmission between VPM relay cells
and identified individual terminals of neurons projecting from Pr5 to VPM
relay neurons for the first time (Figure 3.2). The response generated by
Pr5-VPM synapse stimulation was modulated by IA mediated by Kv4.3
K+ channel subunits (Figure 3.13). Relay cells have more than one driver
synapse (Figure 3.14) and we postulate a possible input computation mech-
anism in relay cells (Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.20). Finally, a higher order
driver synapse, L5B-POm synapse, undergoes a process of maturation
during the first postnatal weeks (Figure 3.28).
4.1 Single Synapse Stimulation
We labeled giant terminals from Pr5 or L5B neurons, stimulated them and
recorded the response of the relay cell. The localization of the stimulating
pipette (Figure 2.1 and 2.2) and the response of the relay cell, all-or-none
(Figure 3.2b), allowed us to conclude that a presynaptic action potential
was triggered as a response of a single large terminal stimulation. The
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delay between the stimulus artifact and the generation of the response
ruled out direct stimulation (around 2 ms, Figure 3.2c and 3.25), which
could influence the EPSC. The stimulus artifact did not generate any effect
over the ESPC or spike shape (Figure 3.2c and 3.25). The delay of the
response was similar for all the EPSCs generated by stimulating the same
terminal. The rise time of Pr5-VPM EPSC (Figure 3.2c) was consistent with
a single synchronous release. The rise time of L5B-POm synapses was also
consistent with a single synchronous release at a single terminal after the
second week (Figure 3.25). We had only a 16% success ratio of patched relay
cells with close-labeled terminals that could be reached by the stimulus
pipette and that could generate a response. Optogenetic techniques could
be used to increase the success ratio (Cruikshank et al., 2010; Poulet et
al., 2012), because we could stimulate the terminal without the need of a
stimulation pipette (Petreanu et al., 2007), however the resolution is not
sufficient to stimulate small areas restricted in axial dimensions (due to the
axial composition of the illuminated volume). Optogenetic approaches can
reach 5-10 μm (Petreanu et al., 2007) and can stimulate more than one cell
(Avermann et al., 2012; Mateo et al., 2011), or activate multiple terminals
localized in different planes of the slice.
4.2 Pr5-VPM Synapse
4.2.1 VPM Relay Cell Current Response to Stimulation of
Single Large Terminals
The EPSC amplitude observed in the Pr5-VPM (Figure 3.2c) synapses was
similar to that observed in L5B-POm synapses from rats (Groh et al., 2008),
but was larger than those observed in mice (Figure 3.25). The relay cell
response was similar to the response of VPM relay cells to medial lemniscus
stimulations in mice (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006). Driver synapses in
different nuclei of the same animal have similar amplitude response.
The fast kinetics of the response, and the sensitivity to the AMPA-
kainate blocker CNQX (Groh et al., 2008; Honore´ et al., 1988) showed that
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this synapse is AMPA receptor-dependent (Figure 3.2c), an observation in
agreement with the relay cell response to medial lemniscus stimulation
(Castro-Alamancos, 2002; Hsu et al., 2010). Interestingly, the NMDA blocker
APV (Groh et al., 2008; Morris, 1989) showed almost no effect at - 60 mV
holding potentials, but a giant synapse localized in POm (Groh et al., 2008)
exhibits a NMDA component. We need recordings at more depolarized
potentials to determine the role of NMDA in the Pr5-VPM synapse.
The morphological information correlates to the physiological infor-
mation. Large terminals from VPM have around 45 active zones (Spacek
and Lieberman, 1974), and this synapse releases 31 quantals per evoked
response (Figure 3.1 and 3.2c). External solutions with a higher calcium
concentration can probably generate a larger response. We also estimated
around 160 vesicles in the readily releasable pool and a probability of
release of 0.2 (Figure 3.4). The calyx of Held or the mossy fiber in the
cerebellum are examples of large synapses in the brain. A release proba-
bility of about 0.2 is similar to those from the calyx of Held, between 0.2
and 0.4 (Branco and Staras, 2009; Meyer et al., 2001; Sakaba et al., 2002;
Schneggenburger et al., 1999). Other giant synapses, like those from the
cerebellar mossy fibers or rat L5B-Pom, have larger probability of release
(Delvendahl et al., 2013; Groh et al., 2008; Hallermann et al., 2010). The size
of the readily releasable pool of vesicles from Pr5-VPM synapses is smaller
than from the calyx of Held, 160 vesicles versus thousands (Rizzoli and
Betz, 2005), and could explain in part the stronger Pr5-VPM depression at
higher frequency of stimulation, but not at lower frequencies.
Large terminals, like calyx of Held and mossy fibers in the cerebellum
show depression due to the spillover of glutamate and desensitization
of AMPA receptor (Sa¨tzler et al., 2002; Trussell et al., 1993; Xu-Friedman
and Regehr, 2003). Pr5-VPM synapses also show strong depression but
almost no AMPA desensitization (Figure 3.2c). We used the AMPA desensi-
tization and saturation inhibitor kynurenic acid (Diamond and Jahr, 1997;
Taschenberger et al., 2002; Sun and Wu, 2001). Another compound used
as desensitization inhibitor is cyclothiazide, or CTZ, (Trussell et al., 1993;
Yamada and Tang, 1993) but we did not use it because it can also induce
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presynaptic effects (Bellingham and Walmsley, 1999; Diamond and Jahr,
1995; Scheuss et al., 2002).
The structure of the synapse could explain the lack of AMPA desensitiza-
tion. Pr5-VPM synapses are composed of a presynaptic terminal engulfing
a series of dendrite invaginations, each one with 1 to 10 contact zones
(Spacek and Lieberman, 1974), probably separating the contact zones and
avoiding glutamate spillover. Pr5-VPM synapses showed low probability
of release (Figure 3.1 and 3.2c), decreasing the chances of two neighboring
active zones releasing at the same time. We did not explore any other
possible mechanism of depression, such as inactivation of release sites or
decrease in the presynaptic calcium influx (Fioravante and Regehr, 2011;
Hosoi et al., 2009; Neher and Sakaba, 2008).
Pr5-VPM synapses showed a fast recovery after depression (Figure 3.3),
in line with other synapses within the thalamus (Groh et al., 2008) and
cortex (Varela et al., 1997) , but much faster than large terminals in other
areas of the CNS, like the calyx of Held (Wimmer et al., 2004), which
needs 20 s to reach around 80% recovery. Maybe the low probability of
release helps to avoid the depletion of all the available vesicles at moderate
stimulus frequencies, allowing a postsynaptic response to the next sensory
input.
Each VPM relay cell receives around 25-60 large terminals (Spacek and
Lieberman, 1974; Williams et al., 1994) and 1 to 3 Pr5 axons (Arsenault and
Zhang, 2006; Descheˆnes et al., 2003) coming from the medial lemniscus
(Haidarliu et al., 2008; Sugitani et al., 1990). The response of relay cells of
VPM to stimulation in the medial lemniscus shows an all-or-none response
and depression (Castro-Alamancos, 2002). The present work showed that
stimulation of single terminals also generated all-or-none responses and
depression (Figure 3.2b and 3.3). Some of the computation of the relay cell
occurs already at the level of single synapses.
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4.2.2 VPM Relay Cell Spike Response to Stimulation of
Single Large Terminals
Stimulation of a single labeled Pr5-VPM synapse generated spike firing in
the postsynaptic relay cell (Figure 3.5). The EPSC amplitude of Pr5-VPM
synapses showed depression even at 10 Hz (Figure 3.3b), however, each
of four stimuli at 50 Hz could still generate a spike response (Figure 3.7b).
Therefore, a smaller EPSC could be enough to generate a spike response.
Probably this mechanism ensures a spike response each time a new sensory
input arrives.
A single EPSC response can generate changes in the membrane potential
lasting for 50 ms or more (Figure 3.5c). The response depends on the
membrane potential (Figure 3.6), which could activate or inactivate voltage-
dependent channels . T-type calcium channels are potential candidates, as
well as fast outward potassium channels. Future work will help to elucidate
the role of T-type calcium channels at the level of a single synapse.
The firing properties of relay cells change with the membrane poten-
tial of the cell. More hyperpolarized cells will fire a burst of spikes, and
more depolarized cells will fire a tonic train of spikes (Castro-Alamancos,
2002). At the level of the single terminal, the response of the relay cell was
also voltage-dependent (Figure 3.6). The number and delay of the spikes
increased with increased hyperpolarization of the membrane. Pr5-VPM
synapses showed a non-linear response that amplified the input signal if
the cell is at more hyperpolarized potentials.
The amplification properties of the Pr5-VPM synapse may be related
to the separation between a sensory signal and the noise of the system,
allowing the rat to ”optimize the detection of stimuli that are novel or
difficult to sense” (Nicolelis and Fanselow, 2002). A more hyperpolarized
cell will be tuned to detect fast changes in the input signal, while a more
depolarized cell will be tuned to reproduce a more detailed stimulus rep-
resentation (Fanselow et al., 2001; Sherman, 2001; Sherman and Guillery,
2009). This tuning could be generated at the level of single synapses. A
more hyperpolarized cell could amplify the novelty signal by means of a
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multispike response, while a more depolarized cell could transmit a more
faithfull representation of the stimulus by means of unitary spike responses
(Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b).
The generation of spikes also depended on the previous activity of the
synapse (Figure 3.7). Trains of 10 or 20 Hz generated a decrease in the
number of spikes generated. In vivo recordings also show firing depression
in VPM by an increase in the frequency of whisker stimulation (Sosnik et
al., 2001) or in vitro stimulation of medial lemniscus (Castro-Alamancos,
2002). At the level of a single synapse, relay cells also exhibited depression
in terms of number of spikes fired (Figure 3.7).
The function of voltage-dependent relay center is already present at
the level of single synapses. In vivo recordings proved that cells from
the trigeminal nucleus and cells from the Pr5 in the brainstem can follow
whisker stimulation of high frequency. VPM shows depression even from
50 Hz whisker stimulation (Descheˆnes et al., 2003; Castro-Alamancos, 2002).
At the level of single synapses, relay cells of VPM already show EPSC
depression at 10 Hz. Pr5-VPM synapses showed more than one postsynapic
spike per stimulus at lower frequencies, but a strong spike depression at
100 Hz. The number of postsynaptic spikes generated by stimulus was also
frequency-dependent and showed depression already at 10 Hz of Pr5-VPM
synaptic stimulation (Figure 3.3 and 3.7).
The cortex computes information considering latency and spike count
(Sosnik et al., 2001), and both parameters can be altered at the level of a
single synapse (Figure 3.6 and 3.7). Information relayed to the cortex by
the thalamus can be modulated at the level of single synapses.
4.3 Input Modulation by IA Current
We confirmed the presence of IA in VPM relay cells. IA in the VPM is
formed partially by Kv4.3 subunits (Figure 3.9). Blockade of Kv4.3 subunits
decreased the EPSC and EPSP amplitude (Figure 3.13). IA also regulates
the intrinsic excitability of VPM relay cells (Figure 3.11).
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IA are formed by homo or heterotetramers of α subunits, with β subunits
as control subunits. Kv1.4, Kv3.3, Kv3.4, Kv4.1, Kv4.2 and Kv4.3 form IA
(Birnbaum et al., 2004; Jerng et al., 2004; Norris and Nerbonne, 2010) and
different Kv subunits have different properties. Kv4.3 needs a slower time
to reach the peak as compared to Kv4.2. The half-width of steady-state
inactivation is more hyperpolarized for Kv4.3 (-68 mV versus -57 mV)
(Jerng et al., 2004). IA subunits are localized in different regions of the
brain. Kv4.3 is found in substantia nigra, superior colliculus, and dorsal
thalamus, while Kv4.2 and Kv4.3 are found in the medial nuclei of the
thalamus. Kv4.2 and Kv4.3 subunits are found in the hippocampus, but
Kv4.3 is located in CA2 and CA3 pyramidal cells, while Kv4.2 is located in
CA1 cells (Hoffman et al., 1997; Seroˆdio and Rudy, 1998).
4-AP is a blocker of IA (Thompson, 1982), and we used it to determine
the presence of IA in VPM relay cells. Phrixotoxin-2 is a Kv4.2 and Kv4.3
specific blocker (Diochot et al., 1999), and we used it to test the involvement
of Kv4.3 subunits in IA currents from VPM relay cells. We could not reach
levels of concentration enough to rule out the presence of other subunits in
the IA formation. We could not use 4-AP to block IA during EPSC or EPSP
recordings (Figure 3.10) because 4-AP potentiates synaptic transmission
(Wu et al., 2009).
Kv4.3 subunits are localized close to large terminals in VPM relay cells
(Giber et al., 2008). IA subunits are localized in the brain in different parts of
the cell (Luja´n, 2010). For example, channels containing Kv1.4 subunits are
localized in axons and probably terminals, while Kv4.2 and Kv4.3 are found
in soma and dendrites of neurons from the hippocampus (Burkhalter et
al., 2006; Sheng et al., 1992), in GABAergic, but not glutamatergic synapses
(Jinno et al., 2005). Kv4.2 subunits are localized in increased density from
the soma to distal dendrites in CA1 hippocampal neurons (Hoffman et
al., 1997)), whereas it is localized in clusters in visual cortical neurons of
mice (Burkhalter et al., 2006), in connections between mitral cells of the
olfactory bulb (Kollo et al., 2006), or in connections between climbing fibers
and stellate or basket cells of the cerebellum (Kollo et al., 2006). Channels
generating IA are localized in different subcompartments of cells in different
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parts of the brain. Localization of channels producing IA give hints about
their functions. Kv4.3 channels are localized in close proximity to large
terminals in VPM relay cells (Giber et al., 2008), IA probably regulates the
driver input (Figure 3.11 and 3.13).
The function of IA in other cells can help to elucidate their role in the
Pr5-VPM synapse. IA hyperpolarizes the cell and blocks the generation
of action potentials in hippocampal CA1 dendrites (Hoffman et al., 1997).
They have a compartment function that limits the back-propagation and
prevents dendritic depolarization (Hoffman et al., 1997). In VPM relay cells
they regulate the delay of the EPSP and probably the firing frequency, but
IA did not block spike generation (Figure 3.11 and 3.19c). We could only
test the effects of Kv4.3 subunits in the VPM relay response to Pr5-VPM
synaptic inputs at hyperpolarized potentials because Pr5-VPM synapses
generated spike responses that hide the effects of IA (Figure 3.6). We could
not completely block the spike response using QX-314 (Figure 3.12). We
could only partially block IA using 2-phrixotoxin since the amount of drug
available was not enough to reach a higher concentration in the external
solution, or to have more trails to test the effects of Kv4.3 subunits in the
spike response of VPM relay cells at different membrane potentials.
4.4 Input Computation in Relay Cells
4.4.1 Modeling of Relay Cells
The aims of the model were to: 1) mimic the burst and tonic behavior of
the relay cell to current injection, 2) mimic the relay response to a driver
synapse stimulation, 3) predict the relay cell response to stimulation of
more than one terminal. The parameters used to generate the model are
not necessarily the same obtained in in vitro or in vivo conditions. In vivo
and in vitro recordings show differences (Sherman and Guillery, 2009),
probably due to destruction of branches in brain slices, and the increase
of activity in in vivo recordings. For example, the destruction of branches
decreases the membrane conductance in cells recorded in in vitro conditions
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(Holmes and Woody, 1989). The in silico model presented here also doesn’t
have a specific compartment equivalent to an axon and an axon initial
segment. We increased the sodium and potassium conductances in the
soma to compensate for it.
Single mature driver synapses from POm and VPM generated spikes
(Figure 3.5 and 3.28). Synaptic integration in relay cells could regulate the
number and delay of spikes (Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.20b), but not the
generation of spikes. In immature synapses, relay cells probably integrate
different inputs as in pyramidal cells of the hippocampus (Spruston, 2008),
so more than one L5B-POm synaptic input could be needed to generate a
spike response in the immature POm relay cell.
4.4.2 Input Distance
Driver synapses are located close to the soma, in the dendritic principal
branch (Liu et al., 1995). The distance to the soma and characteristics of
the relay cells allow a stronger response. In CA1 pyramidal neurons EPSP
have a 50% of attenuation at 250 μm from the soma, and 80% of attenuation
at 100 μm from the soma (Golding et al., 2005). In thalamic relay cells
the attenuation might be lower because relay cells have thicker dendrites
(Jones, 2007; Ohara et al., 1995) that will allow more axial current to flow.
Driver synapses are close to the soma. The distance is not far enough to
generate a difference or decrease due to cable properties of the cell (Rall,
1967).
4.5 L5B-POm Synapse Maturation
Relay cells from the thalamus present morphological and electrophysi-
ological changes during the first 3 weeks (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006;
Wang and Zhang, 2008; Warren and Jones, 1997). Relay cells from mouse
POm also presented changes in cell morphology (Figure 3.21), passive prop-
erties (Figure 3.22), firing properties (Figure 3.23), spontaneous response
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(Figure 3.24), short-term plasticity (Figure 3.27) and spike generation (Fig-
ure 3.28) during the first weeks.
4.5.1 POm Relay Cell Morphology
POm relay cells from mice decreased the number of dendritic branches
during maturation (Figure 3.21). In other nuclei of the thalamus cells
increase the number of primary branches (Warren and Jones, 1997) during
the first three weeks.
We decided to use the same cells recorded to analyze the morphology.
This approach did not allow us to follow all the relay cell branches. One
constrain was that we could only patch cells in the surface of the slice,
probably losing most of the branches in top of the relay cells when slicing
of the brain. We used 150 μm slices, but we could only access the first 60 or
80 μm of the labeled relay cells using confocal microscopy. One solution is
the use of in vivo patch clamp with dyes in the pipette (Ohara and Havton,
1994), or injection of AAV with fluorescent proteins and subsequent post-
fixation and slicing of the brains.
We also didn’t calculate the total number and location of large terminals
at different ages. This point is out of the scope of this thesis, which deals
with the maturation of single terminals. The same constrains to get the
morphology of relay cells apply to the number and location of the terminals.
4.5.2 POm Relay Cell Current Response to Stimulation of
Single Large Terminals
L5B-POm synapses in the rat show a large AMPA/NMDA response (Groh
et al., 2008). We also showed a large response in L5B-POm synapses of mice
(Figure 3.25). The EPSC amplitude of mice was around 200 pA and in rats
is around 3 nA (Groh et al., 2008). Relay cells from rats were recorded at
- 70 mV at 33 - 35◦C, whereas relay cells from mice were recorded at - 60
mV at room temperature. Relay cells with more hyperpolarized holding
potentials will have larger EPSC amplitudes (Groh et al., 2008), but neither
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factor can fully explain the difference between L5B-POms of rat and mouse.
L5B-POm synapses or POm relay cells from rats and mice probably have
different ultrastructural properties, like the vesicle pool size or release
probability, that may explain the differences.
The EPSC amplitude response is stable in mice from 2 to 8 weeks (Fig-
ure 3.25). In some areas of the brain the subunit composition of NMDA
receptors change from NR2B to NR2A during maturation (Liu et al., 2004;
Quinlan et al., 1999; Robert W Gereau and Swanson, 2008). Different
NMDA subunits have different decay constants, with NR1/NR2B subunits
having a longer deactivation constant than NR1/NR2A subunits (Robert
W Gereau and Swanson, 2008). In the visual cortex the change in sub-
unit composition depends on sensory stimulation (Quinlan et al., 1999).
One possible mechanism of subunit change is the mobilization of NR2B
subunits to extrasynaptic compartments (Robert W Gereau and Swanson,
2008), but relay cells from the ventral posterior nucleus of mice do not
accumulate extrasynaptic NR2B subunits (Liu et al., 2004). The change
in NMDA composition could change the amount of calcium entering the
cell, changing the type of response (Quinlan et al., 1999). We did not find
a change in the AMPA/NMDA ratio during maturation with recordings
at - 60 mV and + 40 mV holding potentials (Figure 3.26c). Probably we
need to record the relay cell response at different holding potentials to
generate a IV curve, or use specific drugs to block NMDA channels in order
to determine the presence of this channels in the synapse and their change
during maturation stages.
We could not get a large number of samples of mice younger than
2 weeks old. AAV virus in our hands express strongly only 2 weeks af-
ter injection, similar to expression of AAV in hippocampal cell culture
(Howard et al., 2008). We injected pups from P0 to P7, but the survival
rate was very low because cannibalism by their own mother. We tried to
confuse the mother and increase the survival rate of the pups by mixing
the injected pups with the bedding or putting some food and water in
the bedding, but this strategy was not successful. Virus like Semlike For-
est virus (Ehrengruber et al., 2001; Wimmer et al., 2004) has a shorter
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time of expression, but we did not have time to try them. Other op-
tion could be the use of transgenic mice expressing GFP in L5 cortical
neurons, as the thy1 transgenic mice (Feng et al., 2000; Liao et al., 2010;
Stritt and Kno¨ll, 2010), that express GFP in L5 neurons at least from the
second week (Stritt and Kno¨ll, 2010). The lab does not have this mice in
house, and establishing this mouse line was not possible within the time
line of this work.
L5B-POm synapses showed an increase in the strength of depression
during maturation (Figure 3.27). This is the first study of maturation at
the level of single driver synapses in the thalamus. Other study in which
they activated all the driver synapses from the lemniscal pathway showed
no differences in depression strength during maturation in VPM relay
cells from rats (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006). It is possible that two nuclei
have different properties because they have different functions. Probably
a functional VPM is needed earlier than POm because whisker inputs are
needed for barrel cortex maturation (Carvell and Simons, 1996; Shoykhet
et al., 2005; Simons and Land, 1987), and the maturation of corticothalamic
connections to higher order relay cells needs a mature sensory pathway
to the cortex (Sherman and Guillery, 2013). One point in favor of this
idea is that cortical areas receiving inputs from first order nuclei of the
thalamus mature earlier than those sending projections to higher order
relay centers in the thalamus (Guillery, 2005; Sherman and Guillery, 2009;
Sherman and Guillery, 2013).
4.5.3 POm Relay Cell Firing Response to Stimulation of
Single Large Terminals
Possible targets of POm relay cells, like supragranular layers of the so-
matosensory cortex, reach adult form during the first 2 weeks (Erzurumlu
and Gaspar, 2012; Stern et al., 2001). Some properties of the relay cells were
also in a maturation process during the first 2 weeks (Figure 3.22 or Fig-
ure 3.24). Other parameters, like the EEG patterns, reach adult form after 30
days (Jouvet-Mounier et al., 1970). The EEG patterns need functional T-type
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currents and sodium/potassium spikes (Bal et al., 1995b; Bal et al., 1995a;
von Krosigk et al., 1993).
The maturation of spike response of POm relay cells take longer than
POm relay cell targets. Responses to a single stimulation of L5B-POm
synapses did not generate a spike response in mice younger than 4 or 5
weeks (Figure 3.28). We can rule out changes in input resistance because it
did not change after the second week (Figure 3.22). A possible explanation
is the change in the composition or distribution of sodium channels (Boiko
et al., 2001; Kaplan et al., 2001; Lupa et al., 1993; Rios et al., 2003), that
will allow the spike generation at different starting conditions (Rush et al.,
2005). Another possibility is a change in receptor composition (Arsenault
and Zhang, 2006; Henson et al., 2012; Joshi and Wang, 2002) that could
generate a smaller EPSP response.
Relay cells receive more than a single driver input (Liu et al., 1995)
(Figure 2.2). POm relay cells showed a larger frequency of spontaneous
events at early age (Figure 3.24), that could be correlated to relay cells
receiving more inputs than older mice (Arsenault and Zhang, 2006; Wang
and Zhang, 2008; Wang et al., 2011). L5B-POm synapses can probably
generate spikes in younger mice if more than one synapse stimulates the
relay cell at the same time and the combined response reaches a threshold
for spike firing, as in other cells (Katz et al., 2009; Stuart et al., 2008).
The ability of L5B-POm synapses to generate spikes in relay cells is
already present at the end of the third week in POm from rats (Groh et
al., 2008) but was not present even after the third week in POm of mice
(Figure 3.28). Pr5-VPM inputs can generate spikes in 3 week-old rats
(Figure 3.5). It is still not known whether mice Pr5-VPM synapses also
show a maturation delay compared to rats.
In conclusion, mice L5B-POm synapses are still changing their synaptic
strength and spike generation in relay cells during the critical period of
whisker mapping in the cortex.
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4.6 Comparison of Two Thalamic Driver Synapses
Rats VPM and rats POm synapses present differences in the EPSC response,
the size of the vesicle pool, 160 in VPM-Pr5 versus 64 in L5B-POm synapses,
differences in the release probability, and in the NMDA composition (Groh
et al, 2008 and Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2c and Figure 3.4). The decay time
of EPSC is slower in VPM from rats versus POm from rats (1.9 ± 0.24
ms, versus 1.23 ± 0.27 ms) (Groh et al., 2008). Probably a longer EPSC
in VPM ensures the generation of postsynaptic spikes in a wide range
of conditions, while a shorter ESPC in POm will not. In that regard, the
presence of IT or IA will regulate the number or delay of postsynaptic
spikes in VPM, but they will not be needed for the spike generation. In
POm, these currents could be necessary to generate the spike response. The
EPSC kinetics difference probably offers clues about another regulatory
mechanism present in higher order relay cells but not in first order relay
cells.
VPM and POm both participate in the whisker system. Pr5-VPM
synapses carry sensory inputs, while L5B-POm synapses carry cortical
inputs. Both synapses can generate multiple spikes as a response to a single
presynaptic input (Figure 3.5a, Figure 3.28b and Groh et al, 2008). This
amplifier function in relay cells from first order and from higher order relay
nuclei supports the idea that the thalamus is not just a relay center, but it
processes the information to be sent to the cortex (Sherman and Guillery,
2013). The data also showed that this processing function appears already
at the level of single synapses.
VPM and POm relay cells could fire in tonic mode or generate rebound
burst spikes (Figure 3.15b for VPM, and Figure 3.23b for POm). The firing
mode was voltage-dependent because a depolarizing current generated a
tonic firing pattern, whereas a hyperpolarizing current injection generated
a rebound burst spike. The transfer function of rats Pr5-VPM synapses
(Figure 3.6) and mice (Figure 3.28b) and rats L5B-Pom (Groh, 2007) was
also voltage-dependent. A relay cell at enough depolarized membrane po-
tential fired one spike per stimulus. However, a more hyperpolarized relay
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cell fired three or more spikes per stimulus (Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.28b).
Maybe this voltage-dependent transfer function helps to generate the burst
fire at more hyperpolarized potentials, and to transmit more faithfull infor-
mation at more depolarized potentials.
VPM (Figure 3.6c) and POm (Groh, 2007) relay cells from rats show
a voltage-dependent delay in the response to single terminal stimulation.
However, VPM relay cells showed a faster response at any membrane
potential. Differences in the delay response between nuclei could be related
to differences in EPSC kinetics, such as larger decay times in Pr5-VPM
EPSCs, and suggest voltage-dependent currents are directly involved in the
spike generation in POm relay cells, but only modulate the spike response
in VPM relay cells.
Both rat VPM (Figure 3.5b) and rat POm (Groh, 2007) relay cells showed
a slower spike response at more hyperpolarized potentials. Probably an
increased delay at more hyperpolarized potentials shows a longer time
to reach a threshold to activate voltage-dependent Na+ channels or the
possible effect of other voltage dependent currents. Previous work (Connor
and Stevens, 1971; Mccormick and Huguenard, 1992; Pape et al., 1994;
Sherman and Guillery, 2009) and the relay cell response to injecting current
in presence of 2-phrixotoxin (Figure 3.11b) or the in silico model response to
injecting current with diminished IT and IA (Figure 3.19b and Figure 3.19c)
suggest IT and IA could mediate the response delay. However, it is neces-
sary to record the response of relay cells to single synaptic stimulations in
presence of specific blockers against IT or IA to determine their effect.
Differences in synaptic properties could be related to the different
function of both nuclei. VPM relay cells receive somatosensory infor-
mation and send mainly to L4 of S1; POm relay cells receive also sub-
thalamic sensory information, but also information from cortical area S1
and have a more spread area, connecting L5A of S1, S2, M1/M2, stria-
tum, and others (Bourassa et al., 1995; Groh et al., 2013; Lu and Lin, 1993;
Ohno et al., 2012). The function of the VPM relay cells is to relay sensory
information to the cortex (Petersen, 2007). POm can relay sensory infor-
mation to the cortex via the paralemniscal pathway (Pierret et al., 2000;
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Yu et al., 2006), or can relay cortical information to other areas of the cortex,
by L5B-POm synapses (Groh et al., 2008; Groh et al., 2013; Hoogland et al.,
1991; Liao et al., 2010). Probably specific properties of the nucleus (Ram-
charan et al., 2005), cells properties (Landisman and Connors, 2007; Li et
al., 2003), the number and type of information carried by driver synapses
(Groh et al., 2013; Sherman and Guillery, 2009; Van Horn and Sherman,
2007), or the response to modulatory signals (Van Horn and Sherman, 2007;
Varela and Sherman, 2007; Varela and Sherman, 2009), help to achieve the
specific functions of each nucleus.
Differences also can appear in the nuclei of different rodents. EPSC
response of rat L5B-POm synapses (Groh et al., 2008) is larger than in
mice (Figure 3.25), even though rat response was recorded at 33-35◦C
and at - 70 mV, and the mice response was recorded at - 60 mV and at
room temperature. The postsynaptic spike generation also can be different.
Stimulation of L5B-POm synapses in acute brain slices of 3 week-old rats
generates a spike response (Groh et al., 2008), while only 4 or 5 week-old
mice showed the same behavior (Figure 3.28).
Even though driver synapses from first and higher order relay cells
showed differences at the level of EPSC, both can generate spike responses
in the postsynaptic cell that can convey the information they receive from
subthalamic or cortical centers.
4.7 Information Relayed to the Cortex
Whisker information is relayed to the cortex via the thalamus. In vivo
recordings of VPM or POm in anesthetized animals show spikes that
depend on the type and frequency of stimulation (Ahissar et al., 2000;
Descheˆnes et al., 2003; Diamond et al., 1992; Sosnik et al., 2001).
A whisker can be stimulated phasically by the cyclic movement of a
piezoelectric stimulator connected to a whisker (Descheˆnes et al., 2003), or
by a continuous or tonic stimulation by an air puff to the whisker (Sosnik
et al., 2001), and the response to those stimuli can be recorded in vivo
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in the different relay centers of the whisker system (Ahissar et al., 2000;
Descheˆnes et al., 2003). Subthalamic relay nuclei, such as Pr5 and SP5 in
the brainstem, can faithfully follow the whisker stimulation (Descheˆnes
et al., 2003; Minnery and Simons, 2003; Sosnik et al., 2001; Veinante and
Descheˆnes, 1999). For example, Pr5 nucleus can fire tonically during a tonic
whisker stimulation (Sosnik et al., 2001), but cells from Pr5 fire a cyclic train
of burst spikes during cyclic whisker stimulation (Descheˆnes et al., 2003).
Thalamic nuclei receive this train of stimulation coming from subthalamic
nuclei, but the spike response changes.
VPM and POm nuclei fire in phase with cyclic whisker stimuli (Sosnik
et al., 2001), but they can not follow a tonic whisker stimulation (Ahissar
et al., 2000; Descheˆnes et al., 2003; Sosnik et al., 2001), showing depression
at 50 ms stimuli at 8 Hz (Ahissar et al., 2000), and also a decrease of
response to an increase on frequency of stimulation (Ahissar et al., 2000).
The depression showed by L5B-POm EPSCs (Figure 3.27) or Pr5-VPM
EPSCs and postsynaptic spike responses (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.7d) can be
involved in the frequency-dependent response in VPM (Ahissar et al., 2000;
Descheˆnes et al., 2003) and POm (Ahissar et al., 2000) nuclei to whisker
stimulation. This frequency-dependent firing response can be related to
modulation of the sensory information in the thalamus related to the type
of stimulation (Sosnik et al., 2001).
VPM and POm show differences in the response to whisker stimulation.
In vivo recordings show a faster response in the VPM nucleus (Diamond et
al., 1992), and a frequency-dependent latency in POm (Ahissar et al., 2000).
POm response to whisker stimulation probably is due to paralemniscal
subthalamic inputs, and the cortical input is involved in the change in
latency of response (Ahissar et al., 2000). The firing differences are probably
due to different modulatory signals, or to computational properties of the
relay cell (Bartho´ et al., 2002; Bokor et al., 2005).
The difference in spike response can be related to the function of VPM
and POm. VPM relays sensory information to the cortex, while POm could
be involved in ”temporal processing related to sensory-motor control of
whisker movement” (Yu et al., 2006). POm probably fires after comparing
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sensory events with the ongoing cortical activity (Ahissar and Oram, 2013;
Groh et al., 2013) coming from motor descending pathways (Urbain and
Descheˆnes, 2007) or sensory areas. Inputs from POm to motor stations
(Ahissar and Oram, 2013; Descheˆnes et al., 1995; Hooks et al., 2013; Smith et
al., 2012) could, in turn, help to correct motor commands if they are not in
phase with the sensory input (Ahissar and Oram, 2013). Higher order nuclei
receive information from the cortex, which probably already passed by the
cortico-thalamo-cortical loop one or more times (Sherman and Guillery,
2009), making it difficult to develop a behavioral test to determine the
specific function of POm (Sherman and Guillery, 2009).
4.7.1 Spike Timing
Rodents use the whisker system to describe the texture and the shape
of objects (Kleinfeld et al., 2006; O’connor et al., 2013). Spike timing is
important to discriminate between stimuli (Foffani et al., 2009; Montemurro
et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2009). Differences in spike timing in only 4 spikes
in VPM cells could be enough to differentiate around 106 textures sensed by
the whiskers (Montemurro et al., 2007). At the level of single synapses in
VPM, one mechanism that can be used to regulate the firing rate is the spike
response dependent of the membrane potential at the time of stimulation
(Figure 3.6).
4.8 Outlook
The scope of the project was to describe the synaptic properties of single
large terminals. This work describes properties of a higher order driver
synapse, L5B-POm synapse, and a first order driver synapse, Pr5-VPM
synapse. In both cases the synapse shows strong depression (Figure 3.3
and Figure 3.27) and spike generation (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.28).
Pr5-VPM synapses convey sensory information. This thesis shows that
a single synapse is enough to generate a spike response (Figure 3.5). We
also start to address the question of the relay cell response considering all
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the driver inputs labeled (Figure 3.20), but we need to explore in detail the
number, location and connectivity between large terminals. This informa-
tion is important to put the information of single terminals in the context
of all the driver inputs to the relay cells and how it generates the spike
response.
L5B-POm synapses show spike generation only in mice older than three
weeks (Figure 3.28). In this work we did not explore why during maturation
single synaptic stimulation do not generate spikes in relay cells. One
possibility is differences in the composition of sodium channels subunits
during maturation (Boiko et al., 2001; Rush et al., 2005; Lai and Jan, 2006).
We can determine the channel distribution using immunohistochemistry
with antibodies against specific subunits (Boiko et al., 2001) or determine
the possible subunit composition using activation and inactivation curves
of fast sodium currents (Rush et al., 2005). Another explanation is changes
in morphology and passive properties (Turner et al., 1997) of relay cells that
change the responsiveness of the cell to the synaptic inputs. Especially the
dendritic membrane area, branching density or mean path length can affect
the membrane responsiveness (Vetter et al., 2001; Weaver and Wearne, 2008;
Zomorrodi et al., 2010).
There are several in silico models of relay cells (Antal et al., 1996; Des-
texhe and Sejnowski, 2003; Meuth et al., 2005; Mccormick and Huguenard,
1992; Rhodes and Llina´s, 2005; Tscherter et al., 2011; Wang et al., 1991;
Williams et al., 1997). We added the location of driver synapses to the
model. The model needs more improvement. The model can be used to
address questions related to how the thalamus relays sensory informa-
tion, considering information of synaptic inputs. Some examples are what
properties and how the relay cells generate spikes in response to a train of
stimuli, how the back-propagation of a spike affects the next driver input
(Williams and Stuart, 2000), the effect of specific currents in the generation
of a spike response by synaptic inputs (Sherman and Guillery, 2009), the
integration of driver and modulatory inputs in the relay cell dendritic tree
or the integration of subthalamic and cortical driver inputs in dendrites of
relay cells (Ahissar and Oram, 2013; Groh et al., 2013).
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APPENDIX A
Neuron hoc Files
Files in Hoc format to be used in the Neuron Environment (Hines and
Carnevale, 1997).
A.1 Morphology Segmentation
// HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// Get a hoc f i l e with a c e l l morphology and segmented i t in soma , basa l and
// a p i c a l dendr i tes
// add c u r r e n t s to the segments of the c e l l
l o a d f i l e ( ” nrngui . hoc” )
/////// neuron modeling /////////////////////
// load neuron
n = xopen ( ” 2013 05 02 neuron WL 3Df NT . hoc” )
// generate nseg with d lambda r u l e
f o r a l l {nseg = i n t ( ( ( L/ (0 . 1∗ lambda f ( 1 0 0 ) ) + 0 . 9 ) /2) ∗2+1)}
// make odd values for nseg
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f o r a l l { i f ( nseg/2 == i n t ( nseg /2) ) nseg+= 1}
// c r e a t e o b j e c t s to save soma , basa l dendri tes , and a p i c a l dendr i tes
o b j r e f somatic , basal , a p i c a l
soma somatic = new Sect ionRef ( )
// add dendr i tes connected to the soma to o b j e c t basa l
basa l = new S e c t i o n L i s t ( )
for i =0 , somatic . nchild−1 somatic . c h i l d [ i ] {n = basa l . append ( ) }
// c r e a t e a p i c a l dendr i tes s e c t i o n l i s t
a p i c a l = new S e c t i o n L i s t ( )
n = a p i c a l . wholetree ( )
n = a p i c a l . remove ( basa l )
access soma
n = a p i c a l . remove ( )
// add current mechanism and pass ive mechanisms
f o r a l l i n s e r t pas
f o r a l l g pas = 0 .0002
f o r a l l e pas = −60
// Ih current
soma i n s e r t HCN
soma gmax HCN = 0 . 0 1
f o r s e c basa l i n s e r t HCN
f o r s e c basa l gmax HCN = 0 . 0 1
// INa current
soma i n s e r t NaT
soma gnabar NaT = 1
f o r s e c basa l i n s e r t NaT
f o r s e c basa l gnabar NaT = 0 . 0 1
// Ikdr current
soma i n s e r t Ikdr
soma gkdrbar Ikdr = 1 .3925
f o r s e c basa l i n s e r t Ikdr
f o r s e c basa l gkdrbar Ikdr = 0 . 3 6
// I t current
soma i n s e r t CaT
soma gcatbar CaT = 15
f o r s e c basa l i n s e r t CaT
f o r s e c basa l gcatbar CaT = 0 .005
// Ia current
soma i n s e r t Ia
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soma gmax Ia = 2
f o r s e c basa l i n s e r t Ia
f o r s e c basa l gmax Ia = 0 . 0 1
// procedures to block s p e c i f i c c u r r e n t s
proc block sodium ( ) {
print gnabar NaT
print dend [ 0 ] . gnabar NaT
soma gnabar NaT = 0
f o r s e c basa l gnabar NaT = 0
}
proc block potassium ( ) {
soma gkdrbar Ikdr = 0
f o r s e c basa l gkdrbar Ikdr = 0
}
proc block calc ium ( ) {
soma gcatbar CaT = 0
f o r s e c basa l gcatbar CaT = 0
}
proc b l o c k I a ( ) {
soma gmax Ia = 0
f o r s e c basa l gmax Ia = 0
}
A.2 Current Step
A.2.1 Firing Properties
// HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// vol tage step to r e l a y c e l l model
// l o c a t i o n of the current i n j e c t i o n in the soma , between 0 and 1
nstim = 0 . 5
// i n i t i a l values
t s t o p = 850 // for how long i s the s imulat ion
plotsms = 40 // Number of points p l o t t e d per mil isecond
v row size = t s t o p ∗plotsms + 1
// i n i t i a l i z e values
n = f i n i t i a l i z e (−100)
n = f r e c o r d i n i t ( )
n = f c u r r e n t ( )
c e l s i u s = 25
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// current values
v s t a r t = −0.2
v s tep = 0 . 0 5
// number of elements in the matrix
v column = 15 // number of s teps
v row = v row size // number of elements in each columns
// c r e a t e point process IClamp and add i t to the soma
o b j e c t v a r stim
soma stim = new IClamp ( nstim )
// parameter of the current i n j e c t i o n
stim . del = 50 // delay before s t a r t stim , in ms
stim . dur = 400 // duration of the stim , in ms
stim . amp = 0 . 4 // amplitude of the current stim , in nA
// c r e a t e matrix to save the data
o b j r e f tempmatrix
tempmatrix = new Matrix ( v row , v column )
// c r e a t e vec tor to s t o r e the current values
o b j r e f s t im vec
st im vec = new Vector ( )
s t im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// loop of current i n j e c t i o n
for ( i = 0 ; i < v column ; i += 1) {
// Set s tep current
stim . amp = v s t a r t + v s tep∗ i
//Update panel display
n = doNotify ( )
//Run simulat ion
run ( )
// Store step vol tage in vector
n = st im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// Store step vol tage in matrix
tempmatrix . s e t c o l ( i , s t im vec )
}
// c r e a t e f i l e to save the data
o b j r e f savdata
savdata = new F i l e ( )
n = savdata . wopen ( ” s t e p c u r r e n t . dat ” )
n = tempmatrix . f p r i n t ( savdata , ” %g” )
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n = savdata . c l o s e ( )
A.2.2 IT Decrease
// HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// Response to current s t i m u l a t i o n in model with diminished I t
// l o c a t i o n of the current i n j e c t i o n in the soma , between 0 and 1
nstim = 0 . 5
// i n i t i a l values
t s t o p = 300 // for how long i s the s imulat ion
plotsms = 40 // Number of points p l o t t e d per mil isecond
v row size = t s t o p ∗plotsms + 1
// i n i t i a l i z e values
n = f i n i t i a l i z e (−60)
n = f r e c o r d i n i t ( )
n = f c u r r e n t ( )
c e l s i u s = 25
// current values
v s t a r t = −0.2
v s tep = 0 . 0 5
// number of elements in the matrix
v column = 11 // number of s teps
v row = v row size // number of elements in each columns
// add point process IClamp in soma
o b j e c t v a r stim
soma stim = new IClamp ( nstim )
// s t a r t i n g parameters of the current s tep
stim . del = 50 // delay before s t a r t stim , in ms
stim . dur = 250 // duration of the stim , in ms
stim . amp = 0 . 2 // amplitude of the current stim , in nA
// c r e a t e matrix to save the data
o b j r e f tempmatrix
tempmatrix = new Matrix ( v row , v column )
// c r e a t e vec tor to s t o r e the current values
o b j r e f s t im vec
st im vec = new Vector ( )
s t im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
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// s t a r t i n g values of I t gmax in soma and basa l dendr i tes
gmax soma = 15
gmax basal = 0 .005
for ( i = 0 ; i < v column ; i += 1) {
// Set I t gmax
soma . gcatbar CaT = gmax soma∗ ( i /v column )
f o r s e c basa l gcatbar CaT = gmax basal ∗ ( i /v column )
//Update panel display
n = doNotify ( )
//Run simulat ion
run ( )
// Store step vol tage in vector
n = st im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// Store step vol tage in matrix
tempmatrix . s e t c o l ( i , s t im vec )
}
// c r e a t e f i l e to save the data
o b j r e f savdata
savdata = new F i l e ( )
n = savdata . wopen ( ” s t e p c u r r e n t C a t . dat ” )
n = tempmatrix . f p r i n t ( savdata , ” %g” )
n = savdata . c l o s e ( )
A.2.3 IA Decrease
// HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// current step , response with diminished Ia current
// l o c a t i o n of the current i n j e c t i o n in the soma , between 0 and 1
nstim = 0 . 5
// i n i t i a l values
t s t o p = 300 // for how long i s the s imulat ion
plotsms = 40 // Number of points p l o t t e d per mil isecond
v row size = t s t o p ∗plotsms + 1
// i n i t i a l i z e values
n = f i n i t i a l i z e (−60)
n = f r e c o r d i n i t ( )
n = f c u r r e n t ( )
c e l s i u s = 25
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// current values
v s t a r t = −0.2
v s tep = 0 . 0 5
// number of elements in the matrix
v column = 11 // number of s teps
v row = v row size // number of elements in each columns
// add point proccess IClamp
o b j e c t v a r stim
soma stim = new IClamp ( nstim )
// IClamp parameters
stim . del = 50 // delay before s t a r t stim , in ms
stim . dur = 250 // duration of the stim , in ms
stim . amp = 0 . 2 // amplitude of the current stim , in nA
// c r e a t e matrix to save the data
o b j r e f tempmatrix
tempmatrix = new Matrix ( v row , v column )
// c r e a t e vec tor to s t o r e the current values
o b j r e f s t im vec
st im vec = new Vector ( )
s t im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// s t a r t i n g values of Ia gmax in soma and basa l dendr i tes
gmax soma = 2
gmax basal = 0 . 0 1
for ( i = 0 ; i < v column ; i += 1) {
// Set Ia gmax
soma . gmax Ia = gmax soma∗ ( i /v column )
f o r s e c basa l gmax Ia = gmax basal ∗ ( i /v column )
//Update panel display
n = doNotify ( )
//Run simulat ion
run ( )
// Store step vol tage in vector
n = st im vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// Store step vol tage in matrix
tempmatrix . s e t c o l ( i , s t im vec )
}
// c r e a t e f i l e to save the data
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o b j r e f savdata
savdata = new F i l e ( )
n = savdata . wopen ( ” s t e p c u r r e n t I a . dat ” )
n = tempmatrix . f p r i n t ( savdata , ” %g” )
n = savdata . c l o s e ( )
A.3 Location of Single Synapses
// HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// Add synapt ic l o c a t i o n obtained by v i s u a l i n s p e c t i o n of 3D r e c o n s t r u c t i o n
// Ca l c u l a te the d i s t a n c e from synapse to soma using the dendr i tes as path
c e l s i u s = 25
// number of elements in the matrix
v row = v row size // number of elements in each columns
// c r e a t e vec tor to save dendr i tes t h a t have synapses
o b j r e f dend vec , dend synap
// s t o r e dendr i tes t h a t have synapses
dend vec = new Vector ( )
dend vec . append ( 1 7 , 2 2 , 1 4 )
// Store l o c a t i o n of each synapse in the dendri te
dend synap = new Vector ( )
dend synap . append ( 0 . 1 6 6 6 6 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 )
// get number of synapses
n synapses = dend vec . s i z e ( )
v column = n synapses // number of columns
// c r e a t e matrix to save the data
o b j r e f tempmatrix , tempmatrix loc
tempmatrix = new Matrix ( v row , v column )
tempmatrix loc = new Matrix ( 3 , 2 )
// Create o b j e c t to c a l l synapses
o b j e c t v a r synapse [ n synapses ]
// c r e a t e vec tor to save l o c a t i o n s
o b j r e f l o c v e c
l o c v e c = new Vector ( )
// add parameters to a l l the synapses
for ( i =0 ; i < n synapses ; i += 1) {
// put soma as 0 d i s t a n c e
access soma
n = d i s t a n c e ( )
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// add synapse to s p e c i f i c dendri te
n dend = dend vec . x [ i ] // dendri te having the synapse
n l o c = dend synap . x [ i ] // l o c a t i o n in the dendri te
// put synapse in dendri te
dend [ n dend ] synapse [ i ] = new AlphaSynapse ( n l o c )
// c a l c u l a t e d i s t a n c e from synapse to soma
access dend [ i ]
l o c v e c . append ( d i s t a n c e ( n l o c ) )
}
// save data in matrix
o b j r e f savdata , savdata1
tempmatrix loc . s e t c o l ( 0 , dend vec ) // dendri te having the synapse
tempmatrix loc . s e t c o l ( 1 , l o c v e c ) // Distance to soma
savdata1 = new F i l e ( )
savdata1 . wopen ( ” s y n a p s e s l o c a t i o n . dat ” )
tempmatrix loc . f p r i n t ( savdata1 , ” %g” )
savdata1 . c l o s e ( )
// c r e a t e f i l e to save the data
savdata = new F i l e ( )
n = savdata . wopen ( ” s y n a p s e s l o c a t i o n v o l s e q . dat ” )
n = tempmatrix . f p r i n t ( savdata , ” %g” )
n = savdata . c l o s e ( )
A.4 Synaptic Stimulation
//HOC f i l e crea ted by Franc isco Urra , 2013
// response of model to s i n g l e synapse , a t d i f f e r e n t vo l tages
// need the model c e l l with a o b j e c t ” synapse ” already in
// Synapse s t i m u l a t i o n
// note : . . values in uS
// S = I /V
// S = 1 nA / −60 mV
// S = 1∗10ˆ−9 A/−60∗10ˆ3 V
// S = 0.0166666 uS
// l o c a t i o n of the current i n j e c t i o n in the soma , between 0 and 1
nsynapse = 0 . 5
// i n i t i a l values
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t s t o p = 100 // for how long i s the s imulat ion
plotsms = 40 // Number of points p l o t t e d per mil isecond
v row size = t s t o p ∗plotsms + 1
// i n i t i a l i z e values
n = f i n i t i a l i z e (−75)
n = f r e c o r d i n i t ( )
n = f c u r r e n t ( )
c e l s i u s = 25
// number of elements in the matrix
v column = 6 // number of s teps
v row = v row size // number of elements in each columns
synapse . onset = 10 // delay before s t a r t synapse , in ms
synapse . gmax = 0.01666666 // max conductance in uS
synapse . e = 50 // r e v e r s a l p o t e n t i a l , asuming Na
synapse . tau = 1 . 5 // taken from EPSC
// c r e a t e matrix to save the data
o b j r e f tempmatrix
tempmatrix = new Matrix ( v row , v column )
// c r e a t e vec tor to s t o r e the current values
o b j r e f synapse vec , synapse current
synapse vec = new Vector ( )
synapse current = new Vector ( )
for ( i = 0 ; i < v column ; i += 1) {
//Update panel display
n = doNotify ( )
v i n i t = −75 + i ∗5
//Run simulat ion
run ( )
// Store step vol tage in vector
n = synapse vec . record (&soma . v ( 0 . 5 ) )
// s t o r e synapse current
n = synapse current . record (&synapse . i )
// Store step vol tage in matrix
tempmatrix . s e t c o l ( i , s t im vec )
}
// c r e a t e f i l e to save the data
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o b j r e f savdata
savdata = new F i l e ( )
n = savdata . wopen ( ” s ing le synapse . dat ” )
n = tempmatrix . f p r i n t ( savdata , ” %g” )
n = savdata . c l o s e ( )
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